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Abstract

In this thesis we investigate the phenomena of Myrberg density and Mostow
rigidity. Emphasis is put on the important role of Myrberg density in the proof
of Mostow's Rigidity Theorem.
In Section 2.2 we give a new, elementary proof of the result that the Myrberg
limit set of a geometrically finite Kleinian group is of full Patterson measure.

In Section 2.3 we prove that a quasi-isometry which conjugates two non-elementa¬
ry Kleinian groups G and G' maps the Myrberg limit set of G bijectively onto
the Myrberg limit set of G'. This result is of special importance for the geometric
proofs of Mostow's Rigidity Theorem in Subsections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. Further¬
more, we prove that radial limit points have a 'restricted Myrberg property'
which allows the use of radial limit points rather than Myrberg limit points for
the argument in Subsection 3.3.1.
Bounded spherical dilatation implies the existence of a positive Jacobian almost
everywhere. This fact is the starting point for the three geometric approaches
to rigidity in Subsections 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. In the case of two-dimensional
hyperbolic space the situation differs significantly. In Subsection 3.2.2 we give
an alternative proof of the well-known fact that movements in the Teichmuller
space of a compact hyperbolic surface give rise to singular boundary maps.

In Subsection 3.3.1 we develop further a construction of Tukia. We introduce
the notion of a quasi-isometric approximation along a geodesic ray. Using this
notion and geometric methods given by Myrberg density we complete the proof
of Mostow's theorem.

Our approach to rigidity in Subsection 3.3.2 is of a global nature. We use the fact
that the boundary extension maps Myrberg density points onto Myrberg density
points to obtain that it also maps circles onto circles. An elementary geometric
observation then gives that the boundary extension preserves regularity of ideal
simplices which, by a method of Gromov, completes the proof of the rigidity
result.

In Subsection 3.3.3 we obtain Mostow's Rigidity Theorem by investigating the
length distortions along geodesic rays ending in Myrberg limit points at which the
boundary extension has positive Lebesgue derivative. Using our result obtained
in Section 2.3 that boundary extensions map Myrberg density points onto Myr¬
berg density points, we prove that two diffeomorphic compact hyperbolic mani¬
folds have the same marked length spectrum. A recent result of Hamenstadt
then completes the proof.
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Introduction

In this thesis we shall discuss the following two main topics. Firstly, we will study
the concept of Myrberg density for Kleinian groups, and secondly, Mostow's
Rigidity Theorem for hyperbolic manifolds from an analytic and geometric point
of view. The concept of Myrberg density is an interesting one in itself, since
it gives a qualitative description of the rather quantitative phenomenon of er-
godicity. Also, as we shall see in this thesis, Myrberg density is a very useful
geometric tool for investigations of the phenomenon of rigidity. It turns out that
rigidity is derived in a natural way by using the machinery provided by Myr¬
berg density, together with the observation that bounded spherical dilatation
has much stronger analytical and measure theoretical consequences in the higher
dimensional case than in one dimension.

This thesis is divided into three chapters and an appendix. The first chapter
provides the reader with the necessary mathematical background which will be
pertinent in the subsequent text. The second chapter gives a detailed discussion
of the phenomenon of Myrberg density. In the third chapter we will investigate
various analytic and geometric aspects of Mostow rigidity. Finally, in the ap¬

pendix we give some lengthy technical details which are important in our study
of Myrberg density and Mostow rigidity.
The definition of Myrberg limit points given in Section 2.1 is in the tradition
of Myrberg's original work [30], a tradition also embraced in [41]. Roughly
speaking, the 'Myrberg property' reflects the behaviour exhibited by certain
geodesic movements of approximating with arbitrary accuracy every aspect of
the geodesic structure in a hyperbolic manifold. As a straightforward application
of Birkhoff's Ergodic Theorem in Section 2.2 we give a new, elementary proof of
a result obtained in [41]. More precisely, we show that the Myrberg limit set of
geometrically finite Kleinian groups is of full Patterson measure. In particular,
this implies that the 'Myrberg property' is in fact generic for the manifold which
is associated to a geometrically finite group. In Section 2.3 we prove that the
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'Myrberg property' is preserved by any quasi-isometry which conjugates non-

elementary Kleinian groups. This result is of special importance for the geometric
proofs of Mostow's Rigidity Theorem in Subsection 3.3.2 and Subsection 3.3.3.
We also prove that radial limit points have a 'restricted Myrberg property'. This
latter result allows the use of radial limit points rather than Myrberg limit points
for the argument in Subsection 3.3.1.
Since one of our main concerns is a comprehensive clarification of the mecha¬
nisms which lead to the phenomenon of rigidity, we have restricted parts of the
investigation to a special case of Mostow's Rigidity Theorem; namely, that two
compact hyperbolic manifolds of dimension at least three are diffeomorphic if
and only if they are isometric. We give the proof of this result in Section 3.1,
referring to certain arguments which are given in detail in the remaining sections
of Chapter 3.

The lift of a diffeomorphism between two compact hyperbolic manifolds conju¬
gates the Kleinian groups associated with these manifolds. This lift turns out
to be a quasi-isometry of hyperbolic space. By a standard geometrical argu¬
ment, this lift admits a bijective and continuous extension to the boundary of
hyperbolic space, which is of bounded spherical dilatation. A sometimes omitted
but implicitly used fact is that if the boundary of hyperbolic space is at least
two-dimensional then the afore-mentioned boundary extension has a positive Ja-
cobian almost everywhere. This fact is the starting point for the three geometric
approaches to rigidity which are given in Subsections 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.
In Subsection 3.3.1 we give an elaboration and further development of an impor¬
tant construction of Tukia [46]. Here, emphasis is put on the attempt to derive
rigidity from the interior of hyperbolic space. Knowing that there exists at least
one radial limit point (or alternatively one Myrberg limit point) at which the
boundary extension has a positive Jacobian, we proceed as follows. We intro¬
duce the notion of a quasi-isometric approximation along a geodesic ray, which
extends the notion of a linear approximation at some differentiability point. We
then employ geometric methods which make use of the 'Myrberg property' to
complete the proof of Mostow's theorem.
Our approach to rigidity in Subsection 3.3.2 is of a global nature, in the sense
that we consider the set of all Myrberg points at which the boundary extension
has a positive Jacobian, rather than concentrating on just one point in this set.
By using the linear approximations of the boundary extension at all points in the
afore-mentioned set, and the fact that the 'Myrberg property' is preserved under
quasi-isometries, we obtain that the boundary extension maps circles onto circles.
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An elementary geometric observation then gives that the boundary extension
preserves regularity of ideal simplices. An elegant argument given by Gromov
[44], [6], [36] then completes the proof of Mostow's theorem. Note that, for
simplicity, in Subsection 3.3.2 we consider only the case of three-dimensional
hyperbolic space.

In Subsection 3.3.3 we obtain Mostow's theorem by investigating the length
distortions along geodesic rays ending in Myrberg limit points at which the
boundary extension has positive Lebesgue derivative. Using the result obtained
in Section 2.3 that the 'Myrberg property' is preserved under quasi-isometries,
we prove that the two hyperbolic manifolds under consideration have the same
marked length spectrum. A recent result of Hamenstadt [17] then completes the
proof of the rigidity theorem.
A natural question which arises in the context of Mostow's Rigidity Theorem is
to ask why rigidity occurs only for those manifolds which are of at least three
dimensions. Clearly, every proof of Mostow's theorem should at least implicitly
contain an answer to this question. In this respect, we obtain the following
dichotomy:

In dimension at least three the Jacobian of the boundary extension is pos¬
itive almost everywhere, whereas in dimension two the Jacobian of the
boundary extension may be zero almost everywhere.

In Section 3.2 we discuss this dichotomy resulting from our approach to rigidity.
By using the fact that quasi-isometries preserve the 'Myrberg property' and using
the fact that the group action on the boundary is ergoclic, we derive in Subsec¬
tion 3.2.1 the result that the Lebesgue derivative of the boundary extension is
either zero almost everywhere or positive almost everywhere. In Subsection 3.2.2
we employ the Fricke-Klein coordinates of Teichmiiller space and the main result
of Section 2.3 to give a new proof of the fact that the boundary extension of a
non-trivial deformation has Lebesgue derivative equal to zero almost everywhere.
Since the boundary extension is differentiate almost everywhere, and since in
this case the Lebesgue derivative and the Jacobian coincide almost everywhere,
it follows that any movement in Teichmiiller space gives rise to a boundary exten¬
sion whose Jacobian vanishes almost everywhere. However, in higher dimensions
the situation changes significantly. From the theory of quasiconformal mappings
it is well-known that in dimension at least three (that is when the boundary is
at least two-dimensional) every homeomorphism of bounded circular distortion
has a positive Jacobian almost everywhere. Essentially, this result is completely
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independent of the context of Kleinian groups or hyperbolic manifolds, and is
described in Subsection 3.2.3.

Let us also comment on some other proofs of Mostow's theorem. Gromov [44],
[6], [36] employs a somewhat complicated argument from the theory of singular
homology and also a result of Thurston in order to prove that the boundary ex¬
tension preserves the regularity of ideal simplices. In this approach the dichotomy
turns out to be the following:

In dimension k > 3, for every k distinct points on the boundary, there exist
only two choices of a (k + l)-th point such that the resulting k + 1 points
are the vertices of a regular ideal simplex. In dimension k = 2 the choice
is arbitrary, since every non-degenerated ideal triangle is regular.

Recently, Besson, Courtois and Gallot [7], [8] obtained an important rigidity
result about symmetric spaces with negative curvature. We do not intend to
present details of this result since this would go beyond the scope of this the¬
sis. However, we simply note that Mostow's Rigidity Theorem, as formulated
above, is a direct consequence of Besson, Courtois and Gallot's result, and also
that studying their argument leads to a further dichotomy which distinguishes
between the situation in higher dimensions and the situation in two dimensions:

In dimension k > 3 we have that every symmetric positive definite k x k
matrix A whose trace is equal to 1 satisfies

whereas for dimension k — 2 this inequality does not hold in general.

We conclude this introduction with a brief history of the two concepts of Myr-
berg density and Mostow rigidity. Myrberg [30] proved his density theorem for
cofinite Fuchsian groups in 1931. Inspired by Hopf's work on ergodicity [18],
Tsuji gave an alternative proof for this result in [45]. Agard [2] and Nakan-
ishi [32] took the first steps towards generalising Myrberg's result for Kleinian
groups. The most general statements on Myrberg density for Kleinian groups
were obtained by Tukia [49] and Stratmann [41]. Note that the points of view
on the 'Myrberg property' which are adopted in [2], [49] and [50] are slightly
different to Myrberg's original idea. Concerning the history of Mostow rigidity,
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we remark that, in 1960, Selberg [38], Calabi and Vesentini [9], and Weil [52],
[53] had already observed that in the higher dimensional case certain discrete
groups do not admit non-trivial deformations. These results led Mostow to raise
the question of whether a compact locally symmetric space of higher dimension
is determined up to isometry by its fundamental group. In a series of papers [26],
[27], [28], culminating in the book [29] he then gave an affirmative answer to this
question. This result initiated extremely intense research activity, and it would
be difficult to give an exhaustive list of references here. However, we mention
the papers of Margulis [23] and Prasad [35], and also Margulis' book [24] and the
survey article [40] by Spatzier. Further references and historical notes can also
be found in the textbooks [6], [36] and [25]. For hyperbolic manifolds, the most
general rigidity result has been obtained by Sullivan [43]. In this concern we also
refer to Tukia's paper [48]. Alternative ideas for proving Mostow's theorem have
been given by Gromov [16], [44], and also by Besson, Courtois and Gallot [7],
[8],
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Chapter 1

Preliminaries

Let us begin by describing a number of notions and results which will be required
in the sequel. Throughout, we shall assume that the reader is familar with these
facts, and we refer to [5], [36] and [33] for further details.

1.1 The hyperbolic space

The Poincare models of the hyperbolic space EH are defined as follows. The upper

halfspace

Uk = {x = (aq,. .. ,aq) G Rk : xk > 0}
in Rk, k > 2, endowed with the Riemannian metric of constant negative curvature
given by

\dx\ds —

may be used as a model for the fc-dimensional hyperbolic space. Here, | • | denotes
the Euclidean norm on R . Alternatively, the unit ball

Bk = {xeRk : |x| < 1}
in Rk may be used as a model of fc-dimensional hyperbolic space. The metric on
the upper half space transfers to a Riemannian metric on the unit ball derived
from

2\dx\
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We shall use the notation d(-, ■) for both the metric in the upper half space model
and the metric in the unit ball model of HI. For further details we refer to [5].
The sphere at infinity or boundary <9HI of hyperbolic space is given by Pk~l u{oo}
in the upper half space model, where

Pk~l = {(cci,... ,xk) E Rk : xk = 0} ,

and by the unit sphere

S1*-1 = {x eRk: \x\ = 1}
in the unit ball model of HI.

In the unit ball model, a geodesic defined by the given Riemannian metric is the
intersection of Bk with a Euclidean circle which is orthogonal to S . In the
upper half space model, a geodesic is the intersection of Uk with a Euclidean
circle or straight line which is orthogonal to Pk_1.
A geodesic ray in HI is obtained in the following way. Consider an arbitrary
geodesic I in HI which has endpoints £ and rj in <9HI. An arbitrary point z 6 /
divides the geodesic / into two connected components. We shall refer to these
connected components as the geodesic rays with initial point z and endpoint £
and rj respectively.
A geodesic segment is a segment of finite hyperbolic length on a geodesic in HI.
With l(u) we shall denote the hyperbolic length of a geodesic segment u.
A hyperplane in HI and its base sphere in 5HI are defined as follows. In the unit
ball model of ^-dimensional hyperbolic space, a hyperplane H is the intersection
of Bk with a (k— l)-dimensional Euclidean sphere S which is orthogonal to Sk~l.
The base sphere of H is the intersection of S with Sk~1. In the ^-dimensional
upper halfspace model, a hyperplane H is either the intersection of Uk with
a (k — l)-dimensional Euclidean sphere S which is orthogonal to Pfc_1, or the
intersection of Uk with an Euclidean hyperplane E in Rk which is orthogonal to
Pk~l. In this case the base sphere of H is either SC\Pk~1 or Ef]Pk~1 respectively.
Let GM(KT') denote the general Mobius group, where Rk is the one point com-
pactification of Rk. The group GM^RL) is a topological group with the topology
of uniform convergence (for further details we refer to [5]). The Mobius transfor¬
mations in Rk which leave Bk invariant form the group of isometries with respect
to the hyperbolic metric in the unit ball model of HI. Analogously, the Mobius
transformations in Rk which leave Uk invariant define the group of isometries in

13



the upper half space model of HI. We denote the group of isometries of HI by
Isom(H). The subgroup of Isom(HI) which consists of all orientation preserving
isometries is denoted by Isom+(H). Clearly, for the ^-dimensional hyperbolic
space HI, the elements of Isom(HI) can be viewed as maps of H, of <9HI, or of Rfc.
We shall only distinguish between these different points of view when required.
Let g denote an orientation preserving isometry of the 2-dimensional hyperbolic
space. We say that g is parabolic if g has a unique fixed point in <9H, that g is
elliptic if g has a unique fixed point in HI, and that g is hyperbolic if g has exactly
two fixed points in <9HI. If g denotes an arbitrary element of Isom+(H), where HI
is the ^-dimensional hyperbolic space, with k > 2, then we have the following.
The isometry g is called parabolic if g has exactly one fixed point in <9HI, g is
called elliptic if g has at least one fixed point in H, and g is called loxodromic
if g has exactly two fixed points in 5HI. A loxodromic isometry g which leaves
some hyperplane in H invariant is called hyperbolic. In fact, for every hyperbolic
isometry <7, and for every hyperplane H whose base sphere S contains both fixed
points of </, we have that g(H) — H and g(S) = S. The geodesic connecting
the two fixed points of the loxodromic isometry g is called the axis of g. If
I denotes the axis of the loxodromic isometry g, then the hyperbolic distance
between z and g(z) is the same for every z € I. This hyperbolic distance is called
the translation length of g. Every loxodromic isometry g can be written as the
product of the elliptic part ell(g) of g and the hyperbolic part hyp(g) of g. This
means that there exists a uniquely determined elliptic isometry ell(g) which fixes
the axis of (7, and a uniquely determined hyperbolic isometry hyp(g) with the
same axis as g such that

9 = hyp (<7) ell(flf) = ell(flr) hyp(flf).

We now discuss briefly the notion of cross-ratio. In the upper half space model
the cross-ratio [aq, £2, £3, £4] of four distinct points x4, £2, £3 and x4 in is
given by

|£!-£3| \x2 £41
, X2•) %3") *^4J I 1*1 15\x1 — x2\ IX3 — x4\

or, in the case where x4 = 00, by

r ! |£l-£3|
£i,£2,£3,oo = 1 r •|£ 1 - £21

Viewed as maps of 9H, the elements of Isom(HI) preserve cross-ratios. More
precisely, we have that for arbitrary distinct points xy, £2, £3 and x4 in <9HI, and
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for every g £ Isom(H),

\g(xi), g(x2), g(x3), g(x4)] = [x1,x2,x3,x4].

1.2 Kleinian groups and hyperbolic manifolds

In this section we describe a number of facts about Kleinian groups and their
associated hyperbolic manifolds. For the details of these facts we refer to the
well-written books of Beardon [5], Ratcliffe [36] and Nicholls [33].
The groups Isom(IHI) and Isom+(HI) are topological groups with the topology
inherited from GM(Rfc). If we view the elements of Isom(H) and Isom+(lHI) as
automorphisms of H, then the topology inherited from GM(Rfc) is equivalent
to the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets. A subgroup G of
Isom+(IHf) is called discrete if it is a discrete subset of Isom+(IHI) with respect
to the topology of Isom+(lHf). The group G is discrete if and only if it acts
discontinuously on HI, that is for each compact subset K of HI the set g(K) Pi K
is nonempty for at most finitely many elements g of G. In the sequel we shall
refer to discrete groups or, equivalently, groups which act discontinuously on HI
as Kleinian groups.

Let £ be an arbitrary point in HI. Since G acts discontinuously on HI, it follows
that the orbit G(z) = {g(z) : g £ G} of z under G does not have points of
accumulation in HI. However, the discrete group G does not necessarily act
discontinuously on the entire boundary of hyperbolic space. Therefore, the set
C(G) of points of accumulation for G(z) is contained in <9HI and is called the
limit set of G. The limit set of G does not depend on the choice of the point z
in HI. Also, C(G) is the maximal G'-invariant subset of 5HI, and the group G acts
discontinuously on the complement of C(G) in <9HI.
A Kleinian group G is of the first kind if C(G) = 5HI, and of the second kind
otherwise.

A point £ £ C(G) is called a radial limit point of G if there exists a ball B in H
such that every geodesic ray r with endpoint £ intersects the orbit of B under G
infinitely often, that is g(B)C\r is nonempty for infinitely many disitinct elements
g of G. The set of radial limit points is called the radial limit set and is denoted
by Traci(G').
A Kleinian group G is called elementary if G has a finite orbit in HI U c?HI or,
equivalently, if C(G) contains at most two points.
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A Kleinian group G is torsion free or acts fixed point free on H if none of the
elements of G fixes any point in H or, equivalently, if G does not contain elliptic
isometries. The quotient M = H/G' of the A;-dimensional hyperbolic space H
through a torsion free Kleinian group G is a ^-dimensional hyperbolic manifold.
M is a Riemannian manifold with the Riemannian metric of constant negative
curvature inherited from HI via the canonical projection from HI onto M. For
ease of notation, we keep the notation d for the projected metric on M. The
fundamental group of M is isomorphic to G. If M is compact, then G is called
cocompact. If M has finite hyperbolic volume and is not compact, then G is
called cofinite. The limit set of a cocompact or cofinite group is equal to the
entire boundary of hyperbolic space.

Consider the set CG(G) of all canonical geodesies with respect to a torsion free
Kleinian group G, that is those geodesies with both their endpoints in C{G).
The geodesies in M which are projections of elements of CG(G) are also called
canonical. The set of canonical geodesies in M is denoted by CG(M). If we
view geodesies in HI as subsets of HI, then the hyperbolic convex hull in HI of the
set

is called the convex hull of C{G) (or the Nielsen region of G) and is denoted
by CH(G). Clearly, G acts discontinuously on CH(G). The quotient CC(M) =
CH(G)/G is called the convex core of M. If the convex core of M is compact,
then G is called convex cocompact. A torsion free Kleinian group G is convex

cocompact if and only if C(G) = £rad(G).
A Kleinian group is called geometrically finite if the convex core of the associated
hyperbolic manifold has finite hyperbolic volume.
Let 5"HI and AM denote the sphere bundles or unit tangent bundles of HI and
M respectively, where M = HI/G with G a torsion free Kleinian group. G acts
discontinuously on AH, hence we obtain that AM = AH/G. For the definition
of the geodesic flow on AH we refer to [33]. The geodesic flow on AH projects
onto the geodesic flow on AM which we also denote by (ff. The forward orbit
0+ = {fl(v) : t > 0} of the vector v £ AH projects onto a geodesic ray r, in the
sense that 0+(v) consists of those vectors which are tangent to r and which point
towards the endpoint of r in GH. Two geodesic rays in H are called asymptotic
if they have the same point at infinity. We can express this in the language of
the geodesic flow by saying that the forward orbits of two vectors v,v' £ AH

iGCG(G)
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are asymptotic if there exists a constant c > 0 such that the distance between
the base points in H of the vectors v) and ^(v') tends to c for t tending to
infinity. Both notions are established in an analogous way for M and SM by
canonical projection.
For the following constructions and results we shall employ the unit ball model
Bk of the fc-dimensional hyperbolic space H. For s E K. and zgi, the Poincare
series Ps(z) of a Kleinian group G is given by

There exists an uniquely determined exponent of convergence 0 < 8 < k of G,
which is defined by

The group G is said to be of 6-divergence type if Ps(z) = oo. For each s > 8 we
define the measure ps on iU <9H by

where ls(o) is the Dirac point mass with unit mass at g(0). If G is of ^-divergence
type, and (sn) is a sequence of real numbers such that sn \ 8, then pSn converges
weakly to a measure p which is supported on C(G). In the case in which G is
not of ^-divergence type, the definition of the measures ps needs to be altered
slightly in order to obtain this weak limit. However, if G is geometrically finite,
then G is of ^-divergence type and we have the following.

1. The measure p which is obtained as a weak limit of (pSn) for sn \ 8 does
not depend on the choice of the sequence (sn). The so obtained unique
probability measure p is called the Patterson measure.

2. The Patterson measure p is supported on C(G). It is well-known that p
is 8-conformal, which means that for every g £ G and every measurable
subset A of we have that

Ps(z) = ^e-s^(°)) .
g£G

8 = inf{s : Ps(z) < oo} = sup{s : Ps(z) = oo}.

p(g(A)) = f \g'(0\Sdp(0JA

where g' denotes the conformal distortion of g.
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The sphere bundle AH can be parametrised as follows. Any vector v G AH
determines an oriented geodesic / which is tangential to v. Also, any vector
v G AH determines a geodesic ray r, namely the geodesic ray which corresponds
to 0+{v). Clearly, r is contained in the geodesic I. Let g G 5HI denote the
endpoint of r, and let £ G AH denote that endpoint of / which is different from
rj. Furthermore, let s denote the signed hyperbolic distance from the basepoint
of v in EI to the Euclidean midpoint of /. Thus, a unit tangent vector v G AH
is parametrised by a triple (£,?/, s), where £, rj are two distinct elements of AH,
and sGK. Using this parametrisation, the measure u on AH is defined by

Note that G acts discontinuously on AH. This action of G on AH is defined
as follows. For an arbitrary element g of G, and the parametrisation (£,?;, s) of
some arbitrary vector in AH, we have

Here, t denotes the signed hyperbolic distance between the image under g of the
Euclidean midpoint of the geodesic with endpoints £ and rj, and the Euclidean
midpoint of the geodesic with endpoints </(£) and g(r]). The <5-conformality of
the Patterson measure g implies that v is G'-invariant, that is v(g(A)) = v(A) for
every g G G and every measurable A C AH. Therefore, the measure v projects
canonically onto a measure v defined on the sphere bundle AM of the manifold
M, which is called the Patterson-Sullivan measure. Since g is supported on

£(G), it follows that the support of v is given by the set of all v G SM which are
tangential to some geodesic entirely contained in the convex core of M. By using
a method of Hopf, Sullivan showed that if G is geometrically finite, then v is
ergodic with respect to the geodesic flow on AM; that is the ^-measure of every
measurable and flow invariant set A C SM is either zero or equal to u(SM). Note
that for geometrically finite groups, u(SM) is finite. In this situation Birkhoff's
Ergodic Theorem applies and thus we obtain the following. If h is an arbitrary
integrable function on M, then for z^-almost all vectors v G AM,

The ergodicity of the geodesic flow on AM is equivalent to the condition that
A-ad(G) is of full /t-measure. We also know that G acts ergodically on AH, that is

g(t,v,s) = (g(0,g(v)is + *)•
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any G-invariant subset of <9H is either of zero or of full //-measure. This property
is known to be true for a larger class of groups than just the geometrically finite,
but here we are only interested in the geometrically finite case.

In the case of cocompact groups, the Patterson measure is equal to the normalised
Lebesgue measure on <9H, and the Patterson-Sullivan measure reduces to the well-
known Liouville measure.

1.3 Miscellaneous

Consider an arbitrary continuous map F : Kk —> R. , k > 1. The spherical
dilatation or linear dilatation of F at £ £ is defined by

lim sup
max{F(rc) : \x - £| = R}
min{F1(a;) :: \x - £\ = R}

For obvious reasons of compactness, the maxima and minima which occur in this
upper limit always exist. Clearly, the spherical dilatation of F at every point in
]Rfc is greater than or equal to 1. We refer to [22], [51] for further details.
A map F : , Jc > 2, is differentiable at £ G if there exists a linear
map L of such that

limlcW-F(0 — rwi=0
\x — £|

Note that this definition of differentiability is equivalent to the condition that

r dch(F(x)-F(Q}L(x))
^ dch(x,0

where dch(-, •) denotes the chordal metric on <9IH (for the definition of the chordal
metric we refer to [5] p. 22). If F is differentiable at £ and L is its associated linear
map, then the Jacobian of F at £ is the determinant of the matrix representation
of L. A function F : R —> R is differentiable at £ £ R if the derivative

^ x - £
exists and is finite. Equivalently, F is differentiable at £ if there exists a linear
map L of M such that

|inT(,)-nq-iw = 0.
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The connection between these two definitions is that L(x) = xF'(£) + -F(£),
x £ R. In analogy to the case of several dimensions, we say that F'(£) is the
Jacobian of F at £.
We shall now discuss the relationships between similarities, linear maps and
Mobius transformations in the upper half space model of H. Recall that for the
upper half space model of the ^-dimensional hyperbolic space, with k > 2, the
boundary <9HI is given by U {oo}. We identify the Euclidean plane Pk~l
with R^-1. Let L denote a linear homeomorphism of R . L can be extended
to a map of <91HI by setting L(oo) = oo. F is called a similarity if there exists a
constant c > 0 such that for every x,y £ R'0-1 we have

|L(x) - L(y)| =c\x- y\.

Equivalently, L is a similarity if the matrix representation of L is an orthogonal
matrix multiplied by some real scalar. For every g £ Isom(H), the restriction
g|aH to dH fixes the points 0 and oo if and only if g|gn is a similarity. Therefore,
the intersection of Isom(H) with the set of linear maps of Rfc_1 is exactly the
set of similarities. However, note that there exist linear maps which are not
similarities (e.g. non-conformal linear maps), and that there exist elements of
Isom(IHI) which are not similarities (exactly those which do not fix both points 0
and oo).
A map F from a metric space (X,d) to itself is called a k-quasi-isometry, or
simply a quasi-isometry, if there exists a constant k > 0 such that for every

x,y e x,

-d(x,y) < d(F(x),F(y)) < fcd(x,y).
K

We shall refer to the constant k as the quasi-isometry constant of F.
F is a quasi-isometry, then F is a homeomorphism from to F(X).
F is called an additive quasi-isometry if there exists a constant i > 0,
additive quasi-isometry constant of F, such that for every i,t/ 6 X,

d{x,y) - l < d(F(x),F(y)) < d(x,y) + t.

Two quantities a and /3 are said to be comparable, written a x /3, if there exists
a constant c > 1 such that

- a < f3 < cot.
c

Clearly, if
The map
called the
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The constant c is called the comparability constant of a and /3. We say that
a and f3 are additively comparable, written a x+ /?, if there exists a constant
c+ > 0, called the constant of additive comparability of a and ft, such that

a — c+ < (3 < a + c+.
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Chapter 2

Myrberg Density

In [30] Myrberg proved the following theorem.

Satz. Fast alle geodatischen Linien einer Flache negativer Kriim-
mung sind quasiergodisch, d.h. sit haben die Eigenschaft, unbegrenzt
auf der Flache fortgesetzt jeden geodatischen Bogen mit jeder Genau-
igkeit zu approximieren. Genauer: Unter alien durch irgend einen be-
liebig gewahlten Punkt gehenden geodatischen Linien sind nur diejeni-
gen nicht quasiergodisch, deren Schnittpunkte mit einer um den be-
treffenden Punkt beschriebenen geschlossenen reguldren Kurve einer
gewissen Menge angehoren deren lineares Mafi gleich Null ist und
welche die Machtigkeit des Kontinuums hat.

Translated to more modern mathematical language this means the following.
Consider a hyperbolic surface of finite area and an arbitrary fixed point on this
surface. Then the set of points of intersection of some circle around the fixed
point with those geodesies through this point, which do not approximate every

geodesic segment in the surface with arbitrary accuracy, is of zero circular mea¬
sure and has the cardinality of the continuum. We shall call Myrberg rays those
geodesic rays in the surface which approximate infinitely often every geodesic
segment with arbitrary accuracy. Myrberg's theorem suggests that these rays
are 'dense' in some measure theoretical sense. His theorem has been generalised
for instance in [45], [32], [49] and [41].
In this chapter we study the concept of Myrberg density. One motivation for this
is that Myrberg density is interesting in itself, since it represents a qualitative
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expression of the essentially quantitative phenomenon of ergodicity. The other
motivation is that Myrberg density will play a crucial role in our investigation of
rigidity in Chapter 3. In Section 2.1 we shall define Myrberg rays and Myrberg
density points, and give basic properties of these. In Section 2.2 we shall inves¬
tigate the question of existence of Myrberg density points and, closely related
to this, the relationship between ergodicity and the concept of Myrberg density.
Finally, in Section 2.3 we shall describe the behaviour of Myrberg density points
under quasi-isometric mapping. The main result of this section is that the 'Myr¬
berg property' is in fact preserved by quasi-isometries. This result will be of
special importance in Chapter 3.

2.1 Myrberg density points - basic definitions

Roughly speaking, a geodesic ray in a hyperbolic manifold M is called Myrberg if
it approximates with arbitrary accuracy and infinitely often every finite segment
of every geodesic in CG(M). If we identify cM with the set of unit tangent
vectors based at some fixed point in M, then Myrberg rays determine a certain
subset of the limit set, which will be referred to as the Myrberg limit set. A priori
it is not clear whether Myrberg rays or Myrberg limit points exist for general
Kleinian groups, and this question will be dealt with in Section 2.2. We remark
that our definition of Myrberg rays is in the tradition of [30] and [41].
Let G denote a non-elementary, torsion free Kleinian group, and let M = H./G
be the associated hyperbolic manifold. In order to make the concept of Myrberg
rays more precise, we require the following preparations.
Definition 2.1.1. Let u be a geodesic segment in H, and let e > 0. We define
Te(u), the geodesic tube of aperture e, or simply e-tube, associated to the segment
u as follows. Let Pf and Pf denote the two hyperplanes which have u as their
common perpendicular. Consider all geodesic segments with one end point in Pj
and the other in Pf, and such that these two endpoints are at most e away from
u. Then the set of points contained in these geodesic segments defines Te(u) (see
Figure 2.1).

Note that in two dimensions the hyperplanes Pf and Pf reduce to geodesies in
H. Therefore, Te(u) is the filled quadrilateral which has u as its symmetry axis,
and whose opposite sides, which are orthogonal to u, have lengths equal to 2e. If
we want to distinguish between geodesies and trajectories in the sphere bundle
(which are supported on geodesies), the following will be useful.
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Figure 2.1 Flow tubes and Myrberg rays.

Definition 2.1.2. The flow tube Tf(u) of aperture e > 0, or simply e-flow tube,
associated to the segment u consists of all vectors in 51111 which are tangent to
those geodesic segments, which are contained in Te{u) and have one endpoint in
Te{u) fl Pf and the other in Te(u) fl Pf.

Note that we can project such tubes and flow tubes in a canonical way onto the
manifold M, and its sphere bundle SM respectively, where they may have selfin-
tersections, as can be seen easily in the case of sufficiently long tubes associated
to closed geodesies. Next, we define the notion of a geodesic line or geodesic ray
which approximates a segment with some given accuracy.

Definition 2.1.3. We say that a geodesic segment u in H is e-close to a geodesic
ray r in HI if r intersects the e-tube Te(u) along it, that is r fl Ts(u) is a geodesic
segment with one endpoint in Te(u) H Pf and the other in Te(u) fl Pf.

Again, using the canonical projection, we can transfer the notion of e-closeness
to the manifold M. We are now in the position to define Myrberg rays.

Definition 2.1.4. A geodesic ray r in M is called a Myrberg ray if, for every
e > 0, it passes infinitely often e-close to every geodesic segment u on any

arbitrary geodesic in CG(M). Also, we say that a geodesic ray in H is Myrberg
if it projects onto a Myrberg ray in M.

Lemma 2.1.5. A geodesic ray r in H is Myrberg if and only if for every e >
0 and for every geodesic segment u on any geodesic in CPl(G), there exists a
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sequence (gn) of pairwise distinct elements of G, such that gn(u) is e-close to r,
for all n G N. Furthermore, the images of the centre of u under the elements of
the sequence (gn) converge in the Euclidean metric to the endpoint of r in 3H.

Proof. (See also Figure 2.1.) The first part of the lemma follows from the defi¬
nition of Myrberg rays in M. The second part of the lemma follows since G is
discrete. □

Clearly, every ray asymptotic to some Myrberg ray is also Myrberg. This finally
enables us to define the notion of a Myrberg limit point as follows.
Definition 2.1.6. A point in the limit set C(G) of G is called a Myrberg limit
point of G, or a Myrberg density point if it is the endpoint in 5H of some Myrberg
ray of G. The set of Myrberg limit points of G will be denoted by Cuyr{G).

Obviously, £Myr(G) is a G-invariant subset of the radial limit set of G. Note that
the idea of a Myrberg limit point represents a refinement of the idea of a radial
limit point. Roughly speaking, a Myrberg limit point describes arbitrarily fine
recurrence, rather than 'coarse' recurrent dynamical behaviour.
We conclude this section by observing that every geodesic ray which ends at
some radial limit point fulfills a 'restricted Myrberg condition'. More precisely,
we have the following proposition which is perhaps also of independent interest.

Proposition 2.1.7. Let r denote some geodesic ray with endpoint f G £rad(G).
Then there exists a geodesic /* and a sequence (gn) in G with the following prop¬
erty. For every e > 0 and each geodesic segment u on T there exists N G N such
that gn(u) is e-close to r, for all n > N.

Proof. Since £ G A-ad(G), there exists a constant A > 0 and a sequence (gn)
of pairwise distinct elements of G such that r has non-empty intersection with
gn(BA(z)) for each n G N. Here, B&(z) denotes the hyperbolic ball with radius
A centred at the initial point £ of r.
Let T) be the endpoint of the geodesic containing r, which is not equal to f.
Since <9IHI is compact, we can choose an appropriate subsequence of (gn) such
that both gf1 (£) —> £* and gfl{g) —► g* for n tending to infinity, with £*, 77*
distinct elements of <9H. Since all lines with endpoints gfl((f) and gf1^) have to
intersect the ball we conclude that £* / rj* (see Figure 2.2). Let I* denote
the geodesic with endpoints f* and g*. For every e > 0, and every geodesic
segment u on /*, it follows that gn(u) is e-close to the ray r for sufficiently large
n. □
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Figure '2.2: A 'restricted Myrberg condition' for £ E £rad(G).

Remark 2.1.8. Note that in the proposition any other geodesic in the G-orbit of
/* has the same property as /*, with a suitable sequence in G.

2.2 Existence of Myrberg density points
In this section we restrict our attention to geometrically finite Kleinian groups
G. For these groups the Patterson-Sullivan measure v on SM is ergodic with
respect to the geodesic flow of the manifold M = H/G. By Birkhoff's Ergodic
Theorem we have that, if h E T1(S'Af) is an arbitrary integrable function, then
for {/-almost all vectors v € SM,

lim - f h((f)sv) ds = [ h dv. (2-1)t J0 ' u(SM) J K J
If (2.1) holds for a vector v € SM, then it holds of course for any other vector
in 0+(u).
Definition 2.2.1. A point £ G C(G) is called generic with respect to the func¬
tion h G LX(SM) if there exists a geodesic ray r with endpoint £ and initial
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point z G H, such that the following holds. The vector v G tangential to r
at z and pointing towards £ projects onto a vector v G SM which satisfies (2.1)
for the function h. The set of such points will be denoted by Ch{G), and we
shall refer to it as the generic limit set associated to h. In particular, if h is the
characteristic function of some measurable set A in SM, then we shall denote
its generic limit set by Ca(G).

Note that for each h G LX(SM), the set of generic limit points Ch(G) is G-
invariant. Also, £h{G) has the following measure theoretical property.

Lemma 2.2.2. For each integrable function h on SM, the associated generic
limit set Ch(G) is of full Patterson measure.

Proof. Consider some arbitrary h G LX(SM). Denote by E the set of all vectors
v G SM such that (2.1) holds for v and h. Clearly, 0+(u) C E for every
v G E. Therefore, both E and its complement Ec in SM are invariant sets for
the geodesic flow. It follows that the lift E of E to 5H and the lift Ecjoi Ec to
5"IH[ are both invariant under the geodesic flow. Hence, we have that (E)c = Ec.
By definition, Ch(G) is the projection along geodesic rays of E to DH, in the
sense that every »g£ determines a geodesic ray with endpoint in Ch{G). Also,
DH \ Ch(G) is the projection along geodesic rays of (E)c to DHL Since (2.1)
holds for all vectors in E, it follows that E is of full ^-measure, and thus Ec
is of zero z/-measure. Recall that the Patterson-Sullivan measure v on SM is
the projection of the measure v on .SHI (see Section 1.2). Since v(Ec) = 0, it
follows that F(EC) = v((E)c) = 0. Now, using the definition of u, it follows that
n(dm\Ch(G)) = 0. □

The following proposition relates the concept of Myrberg density points to the
concept of ergodicity. The proof of this proposition in [41] mainly uses the
ergodicity of GxGon (£(G) x£(G))\{diag.}. We give an alternative proof which
makes direct use of Birkhoff's Ergodic Theorem when applied to the geodesic flow
on M.

Proposition 2.2.3. If the geodesic flow on M is ergodic with respect to the
Patterson-Sullivan measure u, then the Myrberg limit set CMyr (G) is of full Pat¬
terson measure.

Proof. Recall that the family of closed geodesies in M is countable. Therefore,
the family which consists of all lifts of closed geodesies in M to HI is also countable.
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On each lift 7 of every closed geodesic in M consider all geodesic segments
which have rational length and which are centred at points whose hyperbolic
distance to some fixed point on 7 is rational. Clearly, this family of segments
is countable. Therefore, the family X of all en-flow tubes associated to these
segments is countable as well, where (en) denotes some sequence of positive real
numbers which tends to zero. For each tube T £ X we have a generic limit set
Ct{G) associated to its characteristic function, and by Lemma 2.2.2 we know
that Ct(G) has full Patterson measure. The family {Ct(G) : T £ X} consists of
countably many sets of full Patterson measure, and hence (see e.g. [10] p. 11),

£j(G) = P|
Tex

is of full Patterson measure.

The crucial observation now is that the Myrberg limit set contains the set £%(G).
This can be seen as follows. Consider a geodesic ray r with base point £ in £%(G),
and a vector v £ RIHI which is tangent to r and which points towards £. Project
this situation onto M, and keep the notations r and v for simplicity. By definition
of C%(G), (2.1) holds for the vector v and for the characteristic function of every
flow tube in X. Note that each flow tube in X has strictly positive {/-measure.
Let u be some finite segment on some geodesic in CG(M), and let Tf(u) denote
the associated flow tube, for some e > 0. We know that the set of lifts of all
closed geodesies in M is dense in the set of geodesies with both their endpoints
in the limit set. More precisely, for any pair of disjoint open subsets 0\ and O2
of <9HI both meeting the limit set of G, there exists a lift of a closed geodesic of
M which has one endpoint in Oi and the other endpoint in O2 (see e.g. [5] p.
97). This together with the definition of X implies that there exists an element
T in the family X which is contained in Tf(u). Since (2.1) holds for the vector v
and the characteristic function of T, it follows that the forward orbit of u in SM
visits X, and thus T/(m), infinitely often. Therefore, r is a Myrberg ray. □

Remark 2.2.4■ Note that we could obtain even more information about C%(G).
Roughly speaking, the subset C%(G) of £Myr(G) describes not only recurrence
of arbitrary accuracy, but also recurrence with an asymptotic frequency given
by Birkhoff's Ergodic Theorem. As an immediate consequence of (2.1) and the
definition of X we obtain the following. Consider some arbitrary geodesic segment
u contained in some arbitrary geodesic in CG(M), and let e > 0. Then, for
every vector v £ AH which determines a geodesic ray with endpoint contained
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in jC%(G), we have that

hsii ■

where Xt<#,(«) denotes the characteristic function of Tf(u), and v E SM is the
canonical projection of u onto SM.
Remark 2.2.5. Note that the converse of the assertion in Proposition 2.2.3 also
holds. This can be seen mainly by using the facts that Cuyr{G) C £rad(G9, and
that if £rad(G) has full Patterson measure, then the geodesic flow on M is ergodic
with respect to v (see [42]).
Remark 2.2.6. We have seen that Cuyv{G) is of full Patterson measure if and
only if G is geometrically finite. The question whether Myrberg density points
exist in more general cases than the geometrically finite case is interesting in
itself, but trying to give a satisfactory answer to it would go beyond the scope
of this exposition.

2.3 Myrberg density points and quasi-isometries

In this section we show that the 'Myrberg property' is preserved by the boundary
extension of a quasi-isometry which conjugates two Kleinian groups.

Let G and G' be two arbitrary non-elementary Kleinian groups such that there
exists a /c-quasi-isometry F : HI —> H, with k > 0, which conjugates G and G',
that is G' = FGF~l. Then, F maps geodesies onto quasigeodesics (see Appendix
A.3), which means that the image F(l) of any geodesic I in HI is contained in the
6-neighbourhood of a uniquely determined core geodesic lF, for b > 0 depending
only on the quasi-isometry constant of F. Therefore, F admits a boundary
extension F|an to <9HI which is continuous and bijective (see also the discussion
in Section 3.1). We now give the following preparatory lemma which, although
independent of the context of Myrberg density, will prove useful for the results
contained in this section.

Lemma 2.3.1. The boundary extension of F~x coincides with (i^lam)-1-

Proof. Since F~l is a K-quasi-isometry, it follows that F~x maps geodesies into
6-neighbourhoods of geodesies. Hence, F~x admits an extension (i71-1)^ to
<9HI which is continuous and bijective. Our aim is to show that (i71-1)!^^ —
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(-^Idia) 1 ■ For this assume that there exists y G <9H such that x\ = (Flan) 1(y) ±
(F1-1)!^) = x2- Let / denote some arbitrary geodesic with endpoint x\. Note
that X2 is a endpoint of (lF)F . For arbitrary z G I, let z' denote the orthogonal
projection of F(z) onto lF, and z" the orthogonal projection of F-1(z') onto
(lF)F . Since F is a /c-quasi-isometry, it follows that d(F(z),z') < b. Further¬
more, the fact that F~x is a /c-quasi-isometry implies that d(F~1(z'), z) < Kb,
and also that d(F~1(z'), z") < b. By the triangle inequality, we then have that

d(z, z") < K.b + b.

Since z G I was chosen to be arbitrary, and since z" G (lF)F , we obtain a
contradiction to the assumption that X\ X2- □

Clearly, -F|an maps C(G) bijectively onto £(G'), and fixed points of G onto fixed
points of G'. We shall now see that the 'radial property' is preserved by the
boundary extension F|aH- More precisely, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 2.3.2. The boundary extension F|an maps the radial limit set of G
bijectively onto the radial limit set of G'.

Proof. For £ G Fra^G) let r be some geodesic ray with endpoint £, and put
£' = -F|din(£)- Fy definition of a radial limit point, there exists a hyperbolic ball
Ba(z) centred at c 6 H and of radius A > 0, and a sequence (gn) of distinct
elements of G, such that r intersects gn(BA(z)) for each n G N. Clearly, the
same holds for any other ball centred at cr with radius greater than A.
Consider the geodesic lr which contains r, and let r' denote the orthogonal pro¬
jection of F(r) onto the core geodesic (lr)F■ With g'n = FgnF~x, we have that
F(r) intersects g'n(yF(BAi(z))) for each n G N. Since F is a /c-quasi-isometry, and
since F(r) is contained in a 6-neighbourhood of (lr)F, it follows that the distance
between F(z) and r' is less than or equal to 6 + /cA. It is now clear that the ray
r' intersects g'n(Ba1 (F(z))) for every A' > b+ kA and for each n. Since £' is the
endpoint of r', it follows that £' G >Crad(G').
In a similar way we obtain that (i?_1)|9H maps radial limit points of G' to ra¬
dial limit points of G. The lemma now follows, since Lemma 2.3.1 asserts that
(-Flam)-1 = (F1~1)|aE- □

We now state the main theorem of this section. This theorem will be important
in the discussion of Mostow Rigidity in Chapter 3.
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Theorem 2.3.3. The boundary extension F|ae maps the Myrberg limit set of G
bijectively onto the Myrberg limit set of G'.

In order to prepare the proof of this theorem, we first give the following two
lemmata.

Lemma 2.3.4. For e > 0, let u be an arbitrary geodesic segment which is e-
close to some geodesic I. Let u' denote the orthogonal projection of F(u) onto
the core geodesic of the image under F of the geodesic containing u. Then, u' is
(.ke + 2b)-close to I1'.

Proof. By assumption, any point on u is at most e away from I. Since F is a

quasi-isometry, every point on F(u) is at most ke away from F(l). Furthermore,
F(u) lies in a ^-neighbourhood of it', and F(l) lies in a ^-neighbourhood of lF.
Combining these observations, it follows that u' is (ke + 26)-close to lF. □

The following lemma is obtained mainly from the elementary geometric obser¬
vation of Appendix A.2. It will be the main ingredient in the proof of Theorem
2.3.3. Roughly speaking, the idea is that if we increase the length of a geodesic
segment, while the endpoints of that segment are kept a bounded distance away
from some geodesic, then any fixed subsegment of the increasing segment will
get arbitrarily close to that geodesic.

Lemma 2.3.5. Let u and uext denote geodesic segments on some geodesic I such
that u and uext are centred at the same point on I, and such that £(uext) > £(u).
Let u' denote the orthogonal projection of F(u) onto I , and let u'ext denote the
orthogonal projection of F(uext) onto lF. If, for some a > 0, we have that u'ext
is a-close to a geodesic ray r', then there exists f3 > 0 depending on £(uext) such
that u' is (d-close to r' and such that f3 tends to zero if £(uext) tends to infinity.

Proof. Let u\ and u2 denote the two connected components of uext\u, and let u[
and u'2 be the orthogonal projections onto lF of F(ui), and F(ii2) respectively.
By using the estimate of Appendix A.l, we obtain

(1/k) £(u) — 2b < /(«') < k£(u),
(1/ac) £(u1) — 2b < £(uj) < kI(u\),
(1 /k) £(u2) — 2b < l(u'2) < k£(u2).

These estimates imply that the lengths of u[ and u'2 tend to infinity if the length
of uext tends to infinity.
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Assume without loss of generality that the length of u'x is less than the length
of u2. Let u" denote the subsegment of u'2 of length equal to the length of u[,
which is adjacent to u'. Thus, the union u[ Um'U u2 is connected, and therefore
describes a subsegment of u'ext which we denote by u"xt. In this situation we still
have that u"xt is m-close to r'. The two hyperplanes which are orthogonal to lF
and which intersect lF in the endpoints of u' divide Ta(u"xt) into three connected
components. That connected component which contains u' is a /3-tube Tp{u')
associated to u\ where (3 is a positive real number which depends on the length
of u"xt. Note that this choice of (3 is unique. Thus, we have that u"xt is a-close
to r', and that u' is /3-close to r'.
In order to compute /3, we need to reduce the situation to two dimensions as fol¬
lows. Recall that the segments u', u'ext and u"xt are contained in the core geodesic
lF. Consider a two-dimensional hyperplane H which contains the geodesic lF.
Then, the topological boundary of H fl Ta(u"xt) is a hyperbolic quadrilateral
Q(u"xt) in H. Those sides of Q(u"xt) which intersect lF are orthogonal to lF, and
their length is equal to 2a. Similarly, the boundary of H fl Tp(u') is a hyperbolic
quadrilateral Q(u') in //, and those sides of Q(u') which intersect lF are of length
2/3. The calculations performed in Appendix A.2 give us an expression for j3 in
terms of a, l{u') and (.(u'f). More precisely,

cosh2 a cosh2 f^y-^ + £{u'x)\
cosh2 (3 = r .

cosh2 a cosh2 ~ sinh2 a cosh2

As we have seen at the beginning of the proof, the length of u[ tends to infinity
if the length of uext tends to infinity. Therefore, since a and the length of u'
remain constant, it follows that cosh2 f3 tends to 1 if the length of uext tends to
infinity. Hence, (3 tends to zero if the length of uext tends to infinity. □

We are now in the position to prove Theorem 2.3.3.

Proof. (Theorem 2.3.3) Consider a Myrberg density point £ of G and let £' =
F(£). The aim is to show that £' is a Myrberg density point of G'. Let e' > 0 be
fixed. Let r' be a geodesic ray with endpoint £', and let lri denote the geodesic
which contains r'. Let u' be an arbitrary geodesic segment which is contained in
some geodesic /' £ CG(G) and which is centred at z' £ /'. It is then sufficient
to find a sequence (g'n) of pairwise distinct elements of G', such that g'n(u') is
e'-close to r' for all n £ N, and such that g'n(z') tends to in the Euclidean
metric.
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Let / denote the uniquely determined geodesic such that the core geodesic lF of
F(l) coincides with /'. There exists a geodesic ray r such that r' is given by the
orthogonal projection of F(r) onto (lr)F, where lr is the uniquely determined
geodesic such that (lr)F = lr>- Thus, r has £ as its endpoint.
The preimage of u' under the orthogonal projection map from F(l) to lF can
be decomposed into countably or finitely many connected components. The
images under F_1 of these connected components are geodesic segments on /,
and their lengths form a sequence of positive real numbers. If this sequence is
infinite then it converges to zero, since assuming the contrary would lead to a
contradiction to the quasi-isometry inequalities of F. Therefore, there exists a
well defined maximal length within this sequence of lengths. Let u denote one of
the geodesic segments determined above which has maximal length. Then F(u)
projects orthogonally onto u'.
Let uext denote a geodesic segment on / which is centred at the same point z £ I
as u, and for which £(uext) > £{u).
Fix some e > 0. Since £ £ £Myr(G*), it follows that there exists a sequence (gn)
of pairwise distinct elements of G such that gn(uext) is £-close to the ray r for all
n £ N, and such that gn(z) tends to £ in the Euclidean metric.
For the remainder of this proof, r and e will be fixed. Note that we shall alter
the length of uext, and consequently the sequence (gn) will change for different
choices of uext-

Let u'ext denote the orthogonal projection of F(uext) onto the geodesic line and
let (g'n) denote the sequence in G' given by g'n = FgnF~x. With a = ke + 26, we
have by Lemma 2.3.4 that g'n(u'ext) is a-close to r' for all n £ N (see Figure 2.3).
Clearly, this is too coarse in order to deduce any Myrberg properties for the
image point £' (this is the case, since b is a constant depending only on the
quasi-isometry constant k of F). Hence, we need to refine our construction.
For every n £ N we have the following. Since g'n(u'ext) is a-close to r', we can
apply Lemma 2.3.5 which gives that g'n(u') is /3-close to r', where /? depends on
the length of gn{uext)- Note that gn is an isometry, and hence the lengths of
gn{uext) and uext are equal. Also by Lemma 2.3.5, we have that f3 tends to zero
if the length of uext tends to infinity.
Thus, we can choose next. sufficiently long, such that the subsegments g'n(u') of
g'n(u'ext) are £'-close to r'. Furthermore, since conjugation by F gives rise to an
isomorphism from G to G", the fact that the elements of (gn) are pairwise distinct
implies that the elements of (g'n) are also pairwise distinct. Finally, since gn(z)
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Figure 2.3: The coarse estimate.

tends to £ in the Euclidean metric, it follows that the sequence (F(gn(z))) =
(g'n(F(z))) tends to £'. Also, the hyperbolic distance between z' and F(z) is at
most b + £(u'ext). Hence, g'n(z') tends to £' in the Euclidean metric. Since e' and
u' were chosen to be arbitrary, it follows that £' G £Myr(G').
A similar argument shows that (F-1)|aH maps Myrberg density points of G' to
Myrberg density points of G. Since (Flan)-1 = (F'_1)|9h (cf. Lemma 2.3.1), the
assertion of the theorem follows. □

Note that the proof of Theorem 2.3.3 immediately gives rise to the following
observation which will be of use in Chapter 3.

Corollary 2.3.6. Consider an arbitrary £ G CMyr(G). Let r and r' denote ar¬
bitrary geodesic rays with end-points £ and (' = i71|ae(^) respectively. For ev¬
ery e, e' > 0, and for every geodesic segment u contained in some geodesic I in
CG(G'), there exists a sequence (gn) of pairwise distinct elements of G, such that
gn(u) is e-close to r and g'n(u') is e'-close to r' for all ijGN (where g'n = FgnF~l
and u' denotes the orthogonal projection of F(u) onto lF).

In Lemma 2.1.7 we have seen that every geodesic ray which ends at some ra¬
dial limit point fulfills a 'restricted Myrberg condition'. We shall now see that
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such a restricted Myrberg condition can be obtained simultaneously for radial
limit points of groups which are conjugate under a quasi-isometry. As an im¬
mediate consequence of Lemma 2.1.7 we obtain the following proposition. This
proposition will be useful in our geometric study of rigidity in Subsection 3.3.1.

Proposition 2.3.7. Let r denote some geodesic ray with endpoint £ 6 Ciad(G).
Let r' denote the orthogonal projection of F(r) onto the core geodesic of the
image under F of the geodesic containing r. Then, there exists a geodesic T
and a sequence (gn) in G with the following property. For every e > 0 and each
geodesic segment u on T there exists N £ N such that for all n > N, gn{u) is e-
close to r and g'n(u') is e-close to r', where g'n = FgnF_1 and u' is the orthogonal
projection of F(u) onto (l*)F■

Proof. Let g ^ £ be the second endpoint of the geodesic containing r. Similar
as in the proof of Lemma 2.1.7 we find a sequence (gn) such that $'~1(£) —* £*
and gfl{g) —» rj* as n tends to infinity, for some distinct £*,?/* £ 5H. Let
T denote the geodesic with endpoints £* and g*. Since F|ae is continuous,
and since «)_1 = FgflF~x, it follows that «)_1(T1|9h(£)) —> -F|9h(£*) and
(9n)~1(F\d^(,rl)) —Fldwiv*)- Let u denote an arbitrary geodesic segment on T
and let u' be the orthogonal projection of F(u) onto (l*)F■ It readily follows that
for every e > 0 there exists N £ N such that gn(u) is £-close to r and g'n(u') is
e-close to r' for all n > N.

□
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Chapter 3

Aspects of Rigidity

In [27] Mostow proves the following theorem.

Let Y and Y' be diffeomorphic compact Riemannian manifolds
having constant negative curvature. Then Y and Y' are conformally
equivalent, provided their dimension is greater than two.

In [4] Ahlfors, commenting on Mostow's result, observes that

... a compact manifold with constant negative curvature is unique
in its diffeomorphism class. This is in sharp contrast to compact
Riemann surfaces that can vary continuously.

In Section 3.1 we shall outline the proof of Mostow's Rigidity Theorem. In
Section 3.2 we shall study the analytical mechanisms involved in the proof of
this result. These mechanisms will lead to the following dichotomy: In the
two-dimensional case the Jacobian of the boundary extension of a deformation
map can be zero almost everywhere, whereas in the higher dimensional case
this Jacobian must necessarily be positive almost everywhere. It is surprising
that some authors which describe the 'classical proof' of Mostow's Theorem do
not explicitly mention this property, although they tacitly assume it to hold.
In Section 3.3 we shall use the geometrical tools which have been developed in
Chapter 2 in order to complete the proof of the rigidity result.
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3.1 Mostow's Rigidity Theorem

Meanwhile, since the appearance of Mostow's original theorem [27], his rigidity
result has been proven in greater generality as can be seen for example in [29],
[24], [43]. However, since our aim is to describe those mechanisms in the proof
which point out the difference between the occurence of rigidity and the pos¬

sibility of deformation (as familiar from classical Teichmiiller theory), we shall
consider a special case of Mostow's result. Roughly speaking, this result asserts
that two compact hyperbolic manifolds of dimension greater than or equal to
three are diffeomorphic if and only if they are isometric. Clearly, the difficult im¬
plication is to show that in dimension at least three any two compact hyperbolic
manifolds which are diffeomorphic are in fact isometric. The reverse implication
is trivial, since by definition isometries between compact hyperbolic manifolds
are diffeomorphisms. Our proof of the non-trivial implication is structured as
follows.

1. A diffeomorphism between compact hyperbolic manifolds is Lipschitz. It
can be lifted to a quasi-isometry of hyperbolic space.

2. Any quasi-isometry of hyperbolic space maps geodesies onto quasigeodesics.
Therefore, it admits a bijective and continuous extension to the boundary
of hyperbolic space, called the boundary map or the boundary extension.

3. This boundary map is of bounded spherical dilatation.

4. By means of analytical methods we conclude that the boundary map is
differentiable almost everywhere in the boundary of hyperbolic space.

5. In the case where the boundary of hyperbolic space is at least two-dimen¬
sional, in contrast to the one-dimensional case, this boundary map also has
a positive Jacobian almost everywhere.

6. The property of having a positive Jacobian almost everywhere implies that
the boundary map is Mobius. The proof of this statement is a purely
geometric argument for which the concept of Myrberg density points will
be essential.

7. Finally, since the boundary map is Mobius, it admits a Poincare extension
to the interior of hyperbolic space. This extension then projects to an

isometry between the considered hyperbolic manifolds.
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Throughout this chapter we shall assume without further notice that diffeomor-
phisms, quasi-isometries and isometries are orientation preserving.

Theorem. (Mostow) Two compact hyperbolic manifolds of dimension greater
than or equal to three are diffeomorphic if and only if they are isometric.

Proof. Let M = M/G and M' = M/G' denote compact hyperbolic manifolds
of dimension greater than or equal to three which are obtained as quotients of
hyperbolic space by Kleinian groups G and G' respectively.
As already mentioned before, any isometry between Riemannian manifolds is a

diffeomorphism. Hence, ifM and M' are isometric, then they are also diffeomor¬
phic.

Conversely, assume that there exists a diffeomorphism / : M —> M'. It follows
that / satisfies a Lipschitz condition (see e.g. [36] p. 553), that is there exists a
constant k > 0 such that, for all x,y £ M,

d(f(x),f(y)) < k d(x, y),

where d denotes the hyperbolic metric on M and M' which is inherited from H.
Let 7r and 7r' denote the canonical projections from H to the manifolds M and
M' respectively. The diffeomorphism / can be lifted to a diffeomorphism F of
H such that ir'F = fir. We obtain an isomorphism from G to G' by assigning to
each element g of G the element g' = FgF"1 of G' (see e.g. [36] p. 569). Similar
to /, the diffeomorphism F satisfies a Lipschitz condition (see e.g. [36] p. 554).
Furthermore, the diffeomorphism /_1 : M' —> M lifts to the diffeomorphism F~r
of H, and both /_1 and T-1 satisfy a Lipschitz condition. Therefore, F is a

quasi-isometry, that is there exists a constant k > 0 such that for all points x
and y in H,

-d(x,y) < d(F(x),F(y)) < k d(x,y), (3.1)
K

where d denotes the hyperbolic metric in H.
It is well known that quasi-isometries of hyperbolic space map geodesies onto
quasigeodesics. More precisely, there exists a constant b > 0, which depends
only on the quasi-isometry constant n of F, such that the following is true. For
any geodesic / in H there exists an uniquely determined core geodesic lF such that
F(l) is contained in the /^neighbourhood of lF. This property of quasi-isometries
of hyperbolic space is mainly based on the following observation (see e.g. [36]
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p. 556). Consider points x and y in H, and some geodesic I. Let x' denote the
orthogonal projection of x onto I, and y' the orthogonal projection of y onto /.
If both d(x, x') and d(y, y') are greater than or equal to some real number 8 > 0,
then it follows that

d(x,y) > d(x',y') cosh 8. (3.2)

Roughly speaking, inequality (3.2) implies that the image of a geodesic under F
cannot be 'too far away' from some uniquely determined geodesic. This follows,
since otherwise we derive a contradiction to the fact that F is a quasi-isometry.
See Appendix A.3 for further details.
The fact that F maps geodesies onto quasigeodesics implies that F admits a
bijective and continuous extension to the boundary <91H of hyperbolic space (see
e.g. [36] p. 560, p. 563). We denote this extension by Tlae-
Next, by elementary geometric means we obtain that F has the following prop¬

erty, which we shall refer to as Property (*). A proof for the fact that every
quasi-isometry fulfills Property (*) is given in Appendix A.4.

Property (*). Consider an arbitrary point £ on <9IK, a geodesic ray r with
endpoint £, and an arbitrary hyperplane H orthogonal to r. The ray r
is contained in a geodesic /. Furthermore, let r' denote the geodesic ray
obtained by orthogonal projection of F(r) onto lF. Then there exist hyper-
planes H[ and H'2 which are orthogonal to r', such that F(H) is contained
in the closed region in H which is bounded by H[ and H2, and such that
the hyperbolic distance between r' D Ii[ and r' fl Ii2 is bounded from above
by a constant which depends only on the quasi-isometry constant n of F.
Furthermore, the hyperplanes H[ and H'2 can be chosen in an optimal
way, in the sense that any hyperplane which is orthogonal to rf, and which
intersects r' in a point between r' fl H[ and r' fl H2, has to intersect F(H).

The following construction in the upper half space model will show that the
fact that F fulfills Property (*) implies that the spherical dilatation of F|an is
bounded everywhere in <9IHI \ {oo} by a constant which depends only on k (see
Section 1.3 for the definition of the spherical dilatation). Assume that / is the
line from oo to £ G 5H\{oo}, and that T|aH fixes oo. Let t denote the hyperbolic
distance between H fl r and the initial point of r. Also, let Sr^) denote the base
sphere of H (see Section 1.1 for the definition of the base sphere of a hyperplane).
Clearly, Sr^) is a Euclidean sphere of radius R(t) > 0 centred at £. The notation
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R(t) indicates that the radius of the base sphere of H depends on t. Let Sr'u)
and SRut) denote the base spheres of H[ and H'2 respectively. They are Euclidean
spheres centred at i?|aa(0 with radii R[(t) and R'2(t) respectively. Without loss
of generality we can assume that R[(t) < R'2{t). By Property (*), the hyperbolic
distance between r' fl H{ and r' H H2 is bounded from above by a constant which
depends only on k. Therefore, it follows that the upper limit

, W)limsup—-
t_».OO ^l\l)

is bounded from above by a constant which depends only on k. Clearly, this
upper limit is equal to the spherical dilatation of Elan at £. Thus, the spherical
dilatation of F|an is bounded everywhere in \ {00} by a constant depending
on k. In the sequel we shall refer to this latter property of F|aH as bounded
spherical dilatation.
We remark that the construction so far is well-known. It can be found in several
standard textbooks (see e.g. [44], [36], [6], [25]).
The next step in the proof of Mostow's theorem uses a series of results from
Analysis which are described in Section 3.2. As we have seen above, -P|aH has
bounded spherical dilatation. This implies that F|aH is differentiate almost ev¬
erywhere in dM. (cf. Theorem 3.2.3). Here, 'almost everywhere' refers to the
Lebesgue measure on (9HI. However, the crucial observation is that the Jacobian
of Elan has to be positive almost everywhere in <9H, a fact which we shall for¬
mulate in Theorem 3.2.11. Note that Theorem 3.2.11 is in sharp contrast to the
situation in which H is two-dimensional. In that case Flan is also differentiate
almost everywhere, but it may happen that the Jacobian of F|an is equal to zero
almost everywhere in 9H. In fact, this latter special two-dimensional situation
occurs whenever F|ae is the boundary extension of a deformation which is not
conformal (see Subsection 3.2.2 for a discussion of this phenomenon).
The fact that the Jacobian of F|an is positive almost everywhere in <9HI implies
that F[ge is an orientation preserving Mobius transformation, as we shall see
in Theorem 3.3.1. Section 3.3 is devoted to the proof of this theorem. As a

consequence of the ergodicity of the geodesic flow on the manifold M, we obtain
that the Myrberg limit set Cuyr{G) of G has full Lebesgue measure in (cf.
Proposition 2.2.3). Clearly, the radial limit set of G is also of full Lebesgue
measure. Since both the radial limit set of G, and the set of points where F|aia
has a positive Jacobian, have full Lebesgue measure in dH (see Proposition 2.2.3
and Theorem 3.2.11), we conclude that there exists at least one radial limit point
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of G at which the boundary extension -F^h is differentiate and has positive
Jacobian. This represents the starting point of the proof of Theorem 3.3.1 which
is given in Subsection 3.3.1. However, since both Cuyr(G) and the set of points
at which F|aii has positive Jacobian are of full Lebesgue measure, it follows that
their intersection CP is of full Lebesgue measure in (JUL The alternative proof of
Theorem 3.3.1 which is given in Subsection 3.3.2 builds upon the fact that CP
is dense in S1HL

Finally since at this stage of the construction it is clear that F|an is a Mobius
transformation, we consider its Poincare extension Fext to H (for the definition
of the Poincare extension we refer to [5] p. 34). Clearly, this extension is homo-
topic to F. Furthermore, Fext defines a group isomorphism between G and G'
which coincides with the group isomorphism defined by F. Hence, the canonical
projection of Fext is an isometry between M and M'. This then proves Mostow's
Theorem.

□

3.2 Rigidity from the point of view of Analysis

The main goal of this section is to clarify for rigidity the difference between the
two-dimensional and the higher dimensional hyperbolic space. Let us first recall
the setting. The quasi-isometry F of HI conjugates the group G to the group G',
that is G' = FGF-1. Furthermore, F has Property (*) and admits an extension
to which is bijective, continuous, and of bounded spherical dilatation.
We require some facts from Measure Theory and Analysis. We shall make use of
results from the theory of quasiconformal mappings which have been developed
for the Riemann sphere (see e.g. [3], [22], [21]), and which have been generalised
also to the higher dimensional cases (see e.g. [14], [51], [37]).
Definition 3.2.1. If the limit

A (F(BR))
« e Br

clei~(F = lim ^ .^ A (Br)

exists, then der^F is called the Lebesgue derivative of F|ae at ^ G (JUL Here, Br
denotes some Euclidean ball of radius F, and A denotes the Lebesgue measure
on dH.
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Note that the family of all balls in SHI forms a Vitali system (cf. [39] Section
10.3). The set function is defined for every measurable subset A of SH by

AF(A) = A(F(A)).

The function \p is countably additive, which follows from the continuity and
bijectivity of F|gH- We now apply a standard result in Measure Theory which
asserts that the derivative of a countably additive set function with respect to
a Vitali system exists and is finite almost everywhere (see e.g. [10] Section 6.2,
or [39] Section 10.3). Here, the term 'almost everywhere' refers to the Lebesgue
measure on SH. The derivative of Xp with respect to the Vitali system of all
balls in SHI coincides by definition with the Lebesgue derivative of T|gH- Hence,
we have the following theorem.

Theorem 3.2.2. The Lebesgue derivative of F\du exists and is finite for almost
every point £ in SH.

Next, we turn to the analytic properties of the boundary map .Flam- For the
one dimensional case recall the well known result of Lebesgue, which asserts that
every continuous and monotonic function on the real line is differentiable almost
everywhere. In the higher dimensional case the following is known to be true.
If the spherical dilatation of a map is bounded everywhere, and if it is bounded
almost everywhere by a fixed positive constant, then the map is differentiable
almost everywhere. This was first shown for quasiconformal mappings of the
Riemann sphere (see e.g. [3], [22]), and was then generalised to higher dimensions
(see e.g. [14], [51], [37]). A combination of this result and Appendix A.4 leads
to the following.

Theorem 3.2.3. F|aH is differentiable almost everywhere in SHI.

Finally, a standard result from Analysis asserts that if a map of Kk, k > 1, is
differentiable at some point, then the Lebesgue derivative at that point exists
and coincides with the Jacobian of the map at that particular point. Hence, the
following is true.

Theorem 3.2.4. The Jacobian and the Lebesgue derivative of F|ae are equal
almost everywhere in SHI.

In this section we shall mainly investigate whether the Jacobian and the Lebesgue
derivative of Flan are positive or zero at those points in SHI where they exist and
are equal. The remainder of this section is structured as follows.
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1. In Subsection 3.2.1 we obtain by means of ergodicity that the Lebesgue
derivative of F|aH is either zero almost everywhere in <9HI or positive almost
everywhere in SHI. Thus, we recover Kuusalo's Theorem [20] for the case
in which SH is one dimensional, as well as a result of Tukia [47] for groups
of the first kind in higher dimensions.

2. In Subsection 3.2.2 we consider the situation in which SH is one dimen¬
sional. We shall give explicit examples of boundary maps with Lebesgue
derivative almost everywhere equal to zero. These examples arise from
movements in Teichmiiller space. Here, we shall use the Fricke-Klein coor¬
dinates of Teichmuller space.

3. In Subsection 3.2.3 we see that the result of Subsection 3.2.2 does not

apply if SH is at least two dimensional. In this higher dimensional case,
the Lebesgue derivative of Flam, and thus the Jacobian of Flam, is positive
almost everywhere in SHI. The main result of Section 3.2 is formulated in
Theorem 3.2.11.

We should like to stress the fact that there is a major qualitative difference be¬
tween the result of Subsection 3.2.2 and that of Subsection 3.2.3. Namely, if the
boundary of hyperbolic space is one dimensional, it can happen that the Jaco¬
bian of F|aa is equal to zero almost everywhere. This fact is mainly due to the
abundence of different conformal structures on a Riemann surface. Traditionally,
these conformal structures are studied in Teichmuller theory. However, the situ¬
ation changes dramatically if 9HI has more than one dimension. In this case the
bounded spherical dilatation of F|an forces analytical and measure theoretical
properties which are much more restrictive. Namely, then the Lebesgue deriva¬
tive and the Jacobian of F|gH are positive almost everywhere in <9HI. In Section
3.3 we shall see in various different ways how this latter property of F|ga gives
rise to rigidity.

3.2.1 The Lebesgue derivative of boundary maps

In this subsection we obtain that the Lebesgue derivative is either equal to zero
almost everywhere, or positive almost everywhere. We shall see that the Lebesgue
derivative is comparable to certain distortion functions defined on 5HI. These
distortion functions arise naturally from the length distortion behaviour of F
along geodesic rays. By using the ergodicity of the action of G on (9HI, we then
obtain the afore-mentioned property of the Lebesgue derivative.
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Our first aim is to relate the length distortion of F along a geodesic ray r to the
'Euclidean distortion' of F|9h at the endpoint £ of r. Subsequently, we shall see
that this is closely related to the Lebesgue derivative of F\gH. at £. Motivated
by the relationship between hyperbolic distance and chordal distance which is
described in Appendix A.6, we give the following definition.

Definition 3.2.5. Let r denote a geodesic ray with endpoint £ G cUHI. Let z0
denote the initial point of r, and zt the point on r at a distance t > 0 from z0.
The distortion function Ar of F along the ray r is defined for any positive i G R
by

Ar(t) = e-[<Wo),F(MM] .

Here, d denotes the hyperbolic metric. Furthermore, the lower distortion, Ar and
the upper distortion Ar of F along r are defined by

Ar = liminf Ar(t) , Ar = limsupAr(t) .
t—^oo t—>oo

Remark 3.2.6. The term d(F(z0), F(zt))—t is additively comparable to the length
distortion function Q(t) which is used in Subsection 3.3.3. The constant of
additive comparability is independent of the ray r and of t.

Lemma 3.2.7. The distortion function as well as the lower and upper distortion
are G-invariant in the following sense. For all geodesic rays r,g^G, and t > 0
we have that

^flr(r)(^) Ar(i) , Ar Agp) and Ar A^(r),
where g(r) denotes the geodesic ray which is the image of r under g.

Proof. The assertion of the lemma is an immediate consequence of the definition
of the distortion function and of the fact that F conjugates G to G'. Namely, if
g' = FgF-1 G G' is the conjugate of g G G, then we have that

d(Fg(z0),Fg(zt)) = d (g'F(z0), g F(zt)).

□

We are now in a position to relate the lower and upper distortion functions to
the Lebesgue derivative of Recall from Theorem 3.2.2 that the Lebesgue
derivative of -FjaH exists and is finite almost everywhere in 9H.
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Proposition 3.2.8. For any point £ in $H at which the Lebesgue derivative of
F\dn exists and is finite, and for any geodesic ray r with endpoint £ we have that

der(F X x (Ar)diml3H) ,

where dim($H) denotes the dimension of <9HI. Here, the comparability constants
depend on F and on the choice of r.

Proof. Let £ be a point on <9H at which F|gH has a finite Lebesgue derivative.
Let r be some geodesic ray with endpoint £, and let / denote the geodesic which
contains r. Let r' denote the geodesic ray which is obtained by projecting F{r)
onto the core geodesic lF.
Recall that F has the Property (*). This means that if H denotes an arbitrary
hyperplane orthogonal to r, then there exist optimally chosen hyperplanes H[ and
H'2 which are orthogonal to the geodesic ray r', and which are a bounded distance
away from each other, such that F(H) lies between H[ and H2 (see Section 3.1).
From Property (*) we derive the following. Let t denote the hyperbolic distance
between H fl r and the initial point of r. The base sphere of H divides <913 into
two connected components. Let Br^) denote the component which contains the
endpoint £ of r. If Bru\ is a Euclidean ball, then R(t) denotes its Euclidean
radius. In the case that Br^) is a Euclidean half space in <9J3, we define R(t) to
be equal to oo. In an analoguous way we find regions Br> (t) and Br<p) in $13
which are associated to the hyperplanes H[ and H'2 respectively. Without loss of
generality we can assume that H[ D r is contained in the geodesic ray with initial
point H2 D r and endpoint F{£). In particular this implies that if t is chosen to
be sufficiently large, then R[(t) is less than or equal to R'2(t). Hence, we have
for all t > 0 that

A {BR[{t)) < A (F (%))) < A (5R<(t)) . (3.3)
Since the hyperbolic distance betwen H[ and H2 is bounded from above by a
constant which depends only on F, it follows that the upper limit

m)

is bounded from above by a constant which depends on F and on the choice of
the geodesic ray r. In particular, there exists a constant c > 0 which depends on
F and on the choice of r, such that

R'nft) /n lX

m ^ <3-4>
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for sufficiently large t.
Recall that the distortion function Ar of F along the geodesic ray r is given by

e-d(F(z0),F(zt))
Ar(t) = F~d(F(z0),F(zt)) = e~l

where z0 denotes the initial point of the ray r, and zt the point on r which is
at distance t from z0 (cf. Definition 3.2.5). We shall now give estimates on the
numerator and denominator in the ratio which defines Ar(t). In view of Appendix
A.6 we have for all t > 0, that

e~4 x R(t).

Also, by (3.4) and Appendix A.6, we obtain for sufficiently large t that
e -d(F(z0),F(zt)) x ]I' ; e~d(F(z0),F(zt)) x R'2(t).

It follows for sufficiently large t that
/ r?' (f\\ dim(9H) / R' (i\\ dim(9e)

(M«)r«x(||) x(||) . (3.5)
Clearly, in each of the above comparabilities, the constants which appear implic¬
itly depend only on F and on the choice of the ray r.

Dividing the inequalities in (3.3) by A we obtain for allf > 0 that

A
< A (F {BR{t))) < A (BR'2(t))

MBR(t)) ~ K^R(t)) ~ A(-B/?(<))
Since

^ (BR»■))
= . A

A (Bm)\ R(t)J " X(Bm) V
it follows from (3.5) that for sufficiently large t,

A'(" ~
A(Bm) ■ <3'6)

Here, of course, the constant of comparability depends on the choice of the
geodesic ray r. Consider the limit on the right hand side of (3.6) as t tends to
infinity, and then the lower limit ancl the upper limit respectively on the left
hand side of (3.6) as t tends to infinity. Then the assertion of the proposition
follows from the definitions of Ar, Ar and deiyF. □
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Now, we derive the main goal of this subsection by using the fact that the dis¬
tortions A, A and the Lebesgue derivative of F|gn are all comparable (cf. Propo¬
sition 3.2.8), in combination with the G-invariance of the distortion function (cf.
Lemma 3.2.7) and the fact that G acts ergodically on <9BL

Proposition 3.2.9. The Lebesgue derivative of FIan is either equal to zero al¬
most everywhere, or positive almost everywhere in cdHI.

Proof. Note that by Theorem 3.2.2 we have that der^F exists and is finite for
almost every ( £ 1 Let Z denote the set of points £ £ c® for which der^F = 0,
and let V denote the set of points y for which der,,F > 0. The sets Z and
V cannot be both simultaneously empty since the Lebesgue derivative of F |ae
exists and is finite almost everywhere in <9H.
First assume that Z is non-empty. Let £ be an arbitrary point in Z, and consider
some geodesic ray r with endpoint £. By Proposition 3.2.8, it follows that

Ar = Ar = der^F = 0.

By Lemma 3.2.7, the lower and upper distortions are invariant under G, that is

Ar = Afl(r) and Ar = A5(r)
for all g £ G. Therefore, it follows that derg(£) = 0 for all g £ G. Hence, the
set Z is invariant under G. Since the group G acts ergodically on <9H, it follows
that Z is either of zero or of full Lebesgue measure in c®.
If Z is empty then V has to be non-empty. In this case we may apply a similar
argument for V as we just did for Z in order to obtain that V is either of zero
Lebesgue measure or of full Lebesgue measure in c®. □

Remark. Note that Theorem 3.3.1 is also valid for two-dimensional hyperbolic
space. Therefore Corollary 3/2.9, in combination with Theorem 3.3.1, proves
Kuusalo's Theorem [20]. In higher dimensions we recover a more general result
by Tukia [47] for the case of cofinite groups.

3.2.2 Boundary maps in one dimension

In this subsection we consider a certain class of examples of boundary maps
which have Lebesgue derivative and thus Jacobian equal to zero almost

everywhere. Maps whose Lebesgue derivative vanishes almost everywhere are
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also called singular in the measure theoretical sense. Boundary maps with this
property can only occur when cM is one dimensional. These examples, in fact,
emerge from deformations in Teichmiiller space. We shall use the Fricke-Klein
embedding of Teichmiiller space in order to prove that a diffeomorphism between
compact hyperbolic surfaces which changes the conformal structure necessarily
gives rise to a singular boundary map.

Recall that the Teichmiiller space T(M) of a compact hyperbolic surface M can
be defined in the following way (see e.g. [19], [13]). Consider compact hyperbolic
surfaces M[ and M2 which are diffeomorphic to M via orientation preserving
diffeomorphisms f\ : M —■> M[ and /2 : M —» M2 respectively. The pairs
(M[, fi) and (Mf /2) are equivalent if there exists an isometry from M[ to M2
which is homotopic to /2(/i)-1. The Teichmiiller space T(M) of M consists of
all equivalence classes of pairs defined as above. It is well known that T(M) is
homeomorphic to the Euclidean space of dimension 6g — 6, with g denoting the
genus of M (see e.g. [1], [31]).
Next, we use the Fricke-Klein embedding of Teichmiiller space into the Euclidean
space of dimension 9g — 9 (see e.g. [12], [19] p. 67). Roughly speaking, on M
one can always find a set of 9g — 9 simple closed geodesies such that the lengths
of these geodesies parametrise T(M). Consider a diffeomorphism / : M —» M',
such that the point in T(M) given by the pair is different from the point
in T(M) given by the identity map of M. This means that there exists no
isometry from M to M' which is homotopic to /. In this situation at least one of
the 9g — 9 closed geodesies considered above, say 7, has the following property.
The length of the uniquely determined closed geodesic 7' on M' which is freely
homotopic to the image of 7 under / differs from the length of 7. In fact, the
converse of this statement is also true. Namely, if / does not change the lengths
of the fixed 9g — 9 closed geodesies, then / is homotopic to some isometry from
M to AT.

We are now in the position to give a large class of examples of singular boundary
maps. Note that the first part of the proof of Mostow's Theorem (as formulated
in Section 3.1) applies also to a diffeomorphism / between compact hyperbolic
surfaces M and M'. More precisely, / can be lifted to a quasi-isometry of HI
which admits a bijective and continuous extension to 5H.

Proposition 3.2.10. Let f : M —» M' be a diffeomorphism between two compact
hyperbolic surfaces M and M'. Assume that there exists a closed geodesic 7 on
M such that the length of the uniquely determined closed geodesic 7' on M' which
is freely homotopic to /(7) is not equal to the length ofj. If F : HI —> HI denotes
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the lift of f, then the derivative of F\m vanishes almost everywhere in <9H.

Proof. Let V denote the intersection of £Myr(G) and the set of points in <9H at
which the Lebesgue derivative of F|an exists and is finite. On the one hand, the
ergodicity of the geodesic flow with respect to the Liouville measure ensures that
£iviyr(G) is of full Lebesgue measure in <9H (cf. Proposition 2.2.3). On the other
hand, we know from Theorem 3.2.2 that the Lebesgue derivative of Tlae exists
and is finite almost everywhere in (M. Hence, T> is of full Lebesgue measure in
<9H.

If £ is an arbitrary point in V, then the Lebesgue derivative of Tlge at £ is equal
to zero. This follows from Proposition 3.3.25, since assuming the contrary would
contradict the assumption concerning the lengths of 7 and 7'. Therefore, the
Lebesgue derivative of -F|gH vanishes at almost every point in <9HI.
Finally, by Theorem 3.2.4 we have that the Jacobian of T|ge is equal to the
Lebesgue derivative of -Flae at almost every point in SHI. In the case where the
boundary of hyperbolic space is one dimensional, the Jacobian of T|gH reduces
to its derivative. □

Using Proposition 3.2.10 and the definition of the Fricke-Klein embedding of
Teichmuller space, it now follows that every diffeomorphism / : M —> M' which
describes a non-trivial deformation in T(M) gives rise to a singular boundary map
F |an- This fact is perhaps not too surprising since functions of the real line which
are continuous, bijective and whose derivative vanishes almost everywhere have
been known in Real Analysis for long independent of developments in Teichmuller
theory (see e.g. [15] p. 105).

3.2.3 Boundary maps in several dimensions

There are several equivalent ways to define quasiconformal maps. However, in
recent years authors have preferred to introduce quasiconformality by using the
spherical dilatation. It is well-known that quasiconformal homeomorphisms of

k > 2, are differentiable almost everywhere and also that they have a positive
Jacobian almost everywhere. Since these are standard results in the theory of
quasiconformal maps, here we shall only sketch a proof of the latter for k = 2,
following [22]. For the case of higher dimensions we refer for instance to [14],
[51].
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Let w be a quasiconformal map of an open, connected domain Q in R2. A
certain dilatation condition on directional derivatives of w ([22] p. 172) together
with the fact that the Jacobian of w is integrable on any compact subset of
Q implies that the squares of the partial derivatives of w are also integrable
on any compact subset of Q. Since quasiconformality of w in particular means
that w is absolutely continuous on lines ([22] p. 170), it now follows that the
generalised partial derivatives of w are of class L2. Hence, w is locally absolutely
continuous in Q \ {oo,rc_1(oo)} by a generalised version of Green's Theorem
([22] p. 150, p. 156). Since the same holds for w~x, that is w_1 is locally absolutely
continuous in w{Q) \ {rc(oo),oo}, it follows that the Jacobian of w is positive
almost everywhere by a standard measure theoretical argument.
In Section 3.1 we have seen that the boundary extension Tlgjj of the lift F of a
diffeomorphism between compact hyperbolic manifolds is of bounded spherical
dilatation. Hence, T|aH is a quasiconformal map of dM. and thus we have the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.2.11. If DM. is at least two dimensional, then has a positive
Jacobian almost everywhere in <9IHL

3.3 Rigidity from the point of view of Geometry

Let G and G' be cocompact Kleinian groups such that there exists a quasi-
isometry F : H —» H which conjugates them, that is G' = FGF~l. We have seen
in Section 3.1 that F admits a bijective, continuous extension to <9HI. In
this situation we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3.1. Let F : H —> HI be a quasi-isometry which conjugates cocom¬

pact Kleinian groups G and G', and let Flan be the extension of F to dW. Let
Tlan be differentiable almost everywhere in <91HI and have positive Jacobian almost
everywhere. Then F|aH is an orientation preserving Mobius transformation.

This theorem plays a key role in the proof of Mostow's Theorem. Therefore, we
shall give three different proofs of this result, each using a different approach.
The proof in Subsection 3.3.1 uses the existence of a radial limit point of G at
which T|aH is differentiable and has positive Jacobian.
The proof in Subsection 3.3.2 is based mainly on the observation that the inter¬
section of the Myrberg limit set of G and the set of points in <9H at which T|aH
has positive Jacobian is a dense subset of cffl.
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Finally, the proof in Subsection 3.3.3 uses the length distortion behaviour of F
along some geodesic ray ending at £ 6 FMyr(G) with der^ > 0, and the notion
of the marked length spectrum of a manifold. There we require a recent result
of Hamenstadt [17] which, in our setting, states that if two compact hyperbolic
manifolds have the same marked length spectrum, then they are isometric.

3.3.1 Rigidity by linear approximation

In this subsection we develop certain aspects of rigidity from inside hyperbolic
space. This approach will result in a first proof of Theorem 3.3.1. Our analysis
consists of an extension of results by Tukia [46] and Agard [2], who restricted
their discussion mainly to the boundary of hyperbolic space. Hence, emphasis
will be be put on the further development of Tukia's and Agard's ideas from
within hyperbolic space. The crucial assumption in both of the afore-cited works
is that there exists a radial limit point or a Myrberg density point of G, which
is a point of differentiability for F|an and at which the Jacobian is positive.
The proof of Theorem 3.3.1 is structured as follows.

1. We give an extension to H of the notion of differentiability with positive
Jacobian by assuming that F has a quasi-isometric approximation along
some geodesic ray, rather than approximating Flan linearly at some point
on <9H.

2. Given that the base point of the ray in 1. is a radial limit point of G, we
show that the quasi-isometric approximation of F obtained in 1. can be
composed with suitable elements of G and G' in such a way that the bound¬
ary extensions of the resulting quasi-isometries form a sequence of maps
which converges pointwise to F|ae everywhere apart from two exceptional
points.

3. We show that if the boundary extensions in 2. are 'linearised' by suitable
composition with isometries, then F|ge can be written as the composition
of a linear homeomorphism of <9 EH with Mobius transformations.

4. Consequently, since F conjugates G to G', it follows that F|gn can be the
composition of a linear homeomorphism with Mobius transformations, only
if F|gn itself is Mobius.
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We start by giving the following preparatory definitions. Recall that in the
case in which H has more than two dimensions any two geodesies which do not
have endpoints in common form a well defined angle, determined by using their
common perpendicular.

Definition 3.3.2. Let e > 0, let r be a geodesic ray and let (/„) and (l'n) denote
sequences of geodesies. For all ijGN, let zn denote the intersection of ln with the
common perpendicular of r and /„, and let z'n denote the intersection of l'n with
the common perpendicular of r and l'n. We say that (ln) and (l'n) are e-close over
a growing and r-balanced length, if for sufficiently large n there exist geodesic
segments sn C /„ centred at zn, and geodesic segments s'n C l'n centred at z'n,
such that the following two conditions are satisfied.

• i(sn) and £(s'n) tend to infinity as n tends to infinity.

• sn is e-close to l'n, and s'n is e-close to ln.

Note that using a geodesic / instead of the geodesic ray r in Definition 3.3.2 gives
the notion of e-closeness over a growing and /-balanced length .

Definition 3.3.3. Let r be a geodesic ray with endpoint £. We say that a

sequence (/„) of geodesies is r-admissible if there exist constants cperp > 0 and
0 < cangie < Cangie < 7T such that the following three conditions are satisfied.

• The intersection points of the ln with the common perpendiculars of r and
ln tend to the endpoint of r in the Euclidean metric.

• The distance between r and ln is bounded from above by cperp for sufficiently
large n.

• The angles 6n formed by r with ln satisfy cangie < 6n < Cangie for sufficiently
large n.

Definition 3.3.4. Let r be a geodesic ray with endpoint £, and lr the geodesic
which contains r. Let F and Q be quasi-isometries or additive quasi-isometries
with the property that i?|aH(0 = Q|3h(0 and (/r)F = (lr)®• We say that F is
Q-approximable along r if the following two conditions are fulfilled.

• For every e > 0, and for every r-admissible sequence (/„) of geodesies, (1%)
and (/^) are e-close over a growing and r-balanced length.
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• For an arbitrary C > 0, let pn € ln be points such that d(zn,pn) = C.
If denotes the orthogonal projection of F(zn) onto p^ denotes the
orthogonal projection of F(pn) onto 1%, and p® denotes the orthogonal
projection of Q(pn) onto /^, then pf and p® are contained in the same
connected component of \ {} •

Remark 3.3.5. Since F and Q are quasi-isometries or additive quasi-isometries,
it follows that both the distance between r and and the distance between r and

are bounded from above by a constant depending only on the quasi-isometry
constants of F and Q respectively.

Let us see how the notion of approximability along a geodesic ray extends the
notion of differentiability on the boundary. Assume that we work in the upper
half space model, and that F|gn fixes 0 and oo. This can be achieved by suitable
composition with isometries. Differentiability of -F|aH at 0 with a positive Jaco-
bian implies that there exists a linear orientation preserving homeomorphism Q
of <9H \ {oo} such that

,. dch(F(x),Q(x))hrn ———r = 0.
*-o dch(0,x)

We shall refer to Q as the linear approximation of F\qm at 0. The following
lemma shows that this linear approximation admits an additively quasi-isometric
extension to HI.

Lemma 3.3.6. Every linear orientation preserving homeomorphism o/5HI\{oo}
admits an additively quasi-isometric extension to H.

Proof. Let Q denote a linear orientation preserving homeomorphism of \
{oo}. We keep the notation Q for the matrix which is associated with the linear
map Q. By elementary linear algebra we have that Q = OS, where O is an

orthogonal matrix, S is a symmetric matrix, and both O and S are positive
definite. Furthermore, we have that S = lOiDOi, where 0\ is orthogonal and
positive definite, lO\ is its transpose, and D is a diagonal matrix with positive
entries on the diagonal. Hence,

Q = 0t01D01 = 02D0u

with 0\ and O2 orthogonal and positive definite, and D diagonal with posi¬
tive entries on its diagonal. The aim is to give an extension of Q to HI which
'resembles' the Poincare extension of Mobius transformations. Since the linear
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maps associated with 0\ and O2 are Mobius transformations of 3H, they admit
Poincare extensions to H which, for simplicity, will be denoted also by 0\ and O2
respectively. For some c > 0, consider linear map associated with the diagonal
matrix which is defined by

D 0

0 c

This linear map leaves H invariant and we denote it by Dn. The calculations
of Appendix A.5 show that Dn is an additively quasi-isometric homeomorphism
of H. Obviously Dn is not uniquely defined, whereas Z)H is always additively
quasi-isometric with additive quasi-isometry constant depending on c. We define
the extension of Q by

qM = Q^DH0i
It follows that QH is additively quasi-isometric, with the same additive quasi-
isometry constant as the one of .DH. □

For simplicity, we shall keep the notation Q for the (not uniquely determined)
extension of a linear map Q.

Proposition 3.3.7. Let F|aH be differentiable at 0 with a positive Jacobian, and
let Q be some extension of the linear approximation ofF at 0. If r denotes some

geodesic ray which is contained in the geodesic from 00 to 0 and which ends at
0, then F is Q-approximable along r.

In order to prepare the proof of this proposition, we shall give a series of technical
lemmata. Let r be an arbitrary geodesic ray which is contained in the geodesic
from 00 to 0 and which ends at 0. Let (/„) be a r-admissible sequence of geodesies.
We require the following notations (see Figure 3.1). Fix a point z0 on r and let
xn and yn denote the endpoints of ln.

• d(ln) and dg(/n) denote the distances from z0 to ln and 1® respectively.

• d(xn) denotes the distance from zq to the geodesic with endpoints 0 and
xn, and d(yn) denotes the distance from zq to the geodesic with endpoints
0 and yn.

• dq(xn) denotes the distance from zq to the geodesic with endpoints 0 and
Q(xn), and dQ(yn) denotes the distance from zq to the geodesic with end-
points 0 and Q{yn)-
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• dp^Q (xn) denotes the distance from z0 to the geodesic with endpoints F(xn)
and Q(xn), and dptQ(yn) denotes the distance from z0 to the geodesic with
endpoints F(yn) and Q(yn).

With these notations, we have the following three lemmata.

Lemma 3.3.8. We have that dptQ(xn) — d(xn) and dF,Q(yn) — d(yn) tend to
infinity for n tending to infinity.

Proof. (See Figure 3.1) We only prove the first statement of the lemma since the
proof of the second statement is completely analoguous. By the observation in
Appendix A.6, which specifies the way the chordal distance and the hyperbolic
distance are related to each other, we have that

dch (F(xn), Q(xn)) x e~dF'Q(Xn) and dch(0, x) X e~d^Xn) ,

with universal constant of additive comparability for H. Clearly, xn converges
to 0. Therefore, by the definition of differentiability we obtain

lim e~dF,Q(xn)+d(^n) _ Q
n—»■oo

This proves the assertion of the lemma. □

Lemma 3.3.9. For each n we have that d(ln) x+ d(xn) and that d(ln) x+ d(yn).
Here, the constants of additive comparability depend only on (/n).

Proof, (see Figure 3.1) We only prove the first statement. The second statement
can be obtained in an analoguous way. Since (ln) is r-admissible, we have that
dch(0,xn) x dcfixn,yn) with the constant of comparability depending on (/„).
Now the assertion of the lemma immediately follows from the observation in
Appendix A.6. □

Lemma 3.3.10. For each n we have that g!q(/„) x+ d(ln). The constant of
additive comparability depends only on (ln) and Q.

Proof. (See Figure 3.1.) The assertion of the lemma follows from combining
the fact that a linear homeomorphisms of <9H \ {oo} is obviously bi-Lipschitz,
and thus locally bi-Lipschitz at 0, with the observation of Appendix A.6. Note
that here we have used only the fact that Q satisfies a local Lipschitz condition
at 0. □
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Figure 3.1: Differentiability implies Q-approximability.
Z| z,

'dF.Pn>
d(li,

d(xj j d(yn)

F(xJ Q(xn) xn 0 y„ F(yn) Q(yn) F<x„) Q(xn> 0 Q(y„) F(yn)

We are now in a position to prove Proposition 3.3.7.

Proof. (Proposition 3.3.7) Consider a r-admissible sequence (ln) of geodesies.
Let an denote the intersection of with the perpendicular from Zo to 1®. Let bn
denote the intersection of the geodesic determined by F(xn) and Q(xn) with the
perpendicular from an to this geodesic. Finally, let cn denote the intersection of
the geodesic determined by F(yn) and Q(yn) with the perpendicular from an to
this geodesic.

Using Lemma 3.3.10 and Lemma 3.3.9 we obtain for all n £ N that

Note that here the constants of additive comparability depend only on F and on

(ln). Hence, there exists t > 0 such that d,F,Q(xn) < d(xn) + d(an,bn) + l. In a
similar way we also obtain that

dF,Q(xn) <
<
— d(^ (br) -f- d(an,

d{171) ~P d{o.jj, 6n)
d{xn^ + d(an, bjf).

< d(zo, bn)

dF,Q (j/n) — d(yn) d(an, cn) -p i.
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By Lemma 3.3.8, it follows that both d,F,Q(xn) — d(xn) and dp:Q(yn) — d(yn) tend
to infinity for n tending to infinity. We conclude that both d(an, bn) and d(an, cn)
tend to infinity if n tends to infinity.
Since (/„) is r-admissible, we have for all n £ N that the point of intersection
of ln and the perpendicular from zq to ln is of bounded distance from r. By
Lemma 3.3.6, Q is an additively quasi-isometric homeomorphism of HI. There¬
fore, we have for all n £ N that an is at a bounded distance from r.

Using this latter fact and the fact that d(an,bn) and d(an,cn) tend to infinity if
n tends to infinity, it follows that F is Q-approximable along r. □

Let r be a geodesic ray ending at some £ £ CTSLd{G). Independent of the properties
of Tlan at £, we have by Proposition 2.1.7 that the projection of r onto the
manifold M = M/G approximates with arbitrary accuracy at least one geodesic in
M. Moreover, Proposition 2.3.7 asserts that such a 'restricted Myrberg condition'
can be obtained simultaneously for £ £ £rad(G) and .F|ge(£) £ Cra,d(G'). Assume
that F is Q-approximable along r. The essence of Proposition 2.3.7, if combined
with the Q-approximability of F, is that the behaviour of Q along the ray r can
be 'reproduced everywhere throughout H'. More precisely, we have the following
theorem.

Theorem 3.3.11. Let Q be either a quasi-isometry or an additive quasi-iso-
metry, and let r be a geodesic ray ending at some £ £ £raa(G). If F is Q-
approximable along r, then there exists a sequence (gn) in G and a geodesic line
I* in H such that for the sequence (Qn) which is given by

Qn = (g'J^Qdn , with g'n = FgnF~\

the following holds. For every e > 0 and for each geodesic I intersecting I* we
have that the sequence (/^n) and the constant sequence having all terms equal to
lF are e-close over a growing and {l*)F-balanced length.

Proof. (See Figure 3.2.) Since £ £ £rad(G), Proposition 2.3.7 is applicable and
we obtain a geodesic I* and a sequence (gn) in G with the following property.
For every e > 0 and each geodesic segment u on /* we have for sufficiently large
n that gn(u) is e-close to r and g'n(u') is e-close to r', where g'n = FgnF_1 and
u' is the orthogonal projection of F(u) onto (l*)F.
Let / denote some geodesic intersecting /*, and let e > 0. Furthermore, let u
be a geodesic segment on I* which contains the point of intersection of I and
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Figure 3.2: The situation of Theorem 3.3.11.

/*. By Proposition 2.3.7, gn{u) is e-close to r for sufficiently large n. Therefore,
the sequence (/n) of geodesies given by ln = gn{l) is r-admissible. This, together
with the fact that F is Q-approximable along r, implies that (lF) and (Z^) are
s-close over a growing and r-balanced length. Since all g'n are isometries and,
by Proposition 2.3.7, the orthogonal projection of F(u) onto (Z*)F is e-close to
(g'n)"1^) f°r sufficiently large n, it follows that the sequences ((<7^)_1(ZF)) anc^

are £-close over a growing and (/*)F-balanced length.
Furthermore, we have for all n £ N that

UnVQiln) = (g'J-'Qgnil) = Qn(l),

and also that

{g'n)-XF{ln) = (g'J-1Fgn(l) = Fg^F~lFgn(l) = F(l).

Therefore, is the core geodesic of Qn{I) and (fi£)-1(ZF) is the core
geodesic of F(l).
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Thus (l®n) and the constant sequence having all terms equal to lF are e-close
over a growing and (7*)F-balanced length. □

Remark 3.3.12. If r would be a Myrberg ray, the geodesic I* could be chosen ar¬

bitrarily. In this situation we would not have to apply Proposition 2.3.7, whereas
the remaining part of the argument in the proof of Theorem 3.3.11 would follow
through in the same way.

Since the maps Qn, which were introduced in Theorem 3.3.11, are either quasi-
isometries or additive quasi-isometries of H, they admit bijective and continuous
extensions to <9HI (see Appendix A.3 and Section 3.1). We will now see that
Theorem 3.3.11 implies that the sequence formed by these extensions converges
to F|9H. For this, let and rj* be the endpoints of /*, as introduced in the proof
of Proposition 2.3.7. Then we have the following corollary.

Corollary 3.3.13. The extensions ofQn to dM. form a sequence which converges
on dH \ {£*,??*} pointwise to F'lan-

Proof. Let x and y denote the endpoints of some geodesic I intersecting I*. For
an arbitrary e > 0 it follows by Theorem 3.3.11 that (lF) and (/^n) are £-close
over a growing and (/*)i?-balanced length. This, together with the fact that lF
and (l*)F are fixed, implies that

Qn* F'|aH(^) and Qn\dwi.y^} * -F|am(?/)
for n tending to infinity. Since I intersects /*, it follows that ((5n|3H) converges
pointwise to F'lan everywhere except for the endpoints £* and tj* of I*. □

Let r be a geodesic ray which is contained in the geodesic from oo to 0 and which
ends at 0. Furthermore, assume without loss of generality that 0 is a radial limit
point of G, and that .F|aH is differentiate at 0 with positive Jacobian. Let
Q be the extension of the linear approximation of -Flam at 0 which is given in
Lemma 3.3.6. With the sequences (gn) and (g'n), and the points and rj* from
Proposition 2.3.7, we have by Corollary 3.3.13 that the sequence (Qn) defined by
Qn = (g'n)~lQgn converges on cffl\ {£*, g*} pointwise to F1|an. Roughly speaking,
this means that F|ae can be 'reconstructed' from its own linear approximation at
0. Note that in general the maps Qn are not linear since the elements of (g'n) and
(gn) are not necessarily similarities. However, we can achieve a 'linearisation'
of the maps Qn by composition with suitable isometries. This, together with
Corollary 3.3.13, implies that F|aH is in fact a composition of a linear map with
Mobius transformations. More precisely, we have the following two lemmata.
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Lemma 3.3.14. There exist sequences (hn), [h'n) of isometries which converge
uniformly on compact sets in H (and thus uniformly in dM.) to isometries h and
h' respectively, such that for all n G N, gnhn and g'nh'n have 0 and oo as their
fixed points.

Proof. Recall the notation of the proof of Proposition 2.3.7, and let Zo denote
the initial point of r. Since G is discrete, and since gf1^) converges to £* and
g~1(oo) converges to 77* for n tending to infinity, it follows that gfl{zo) tends
to infinity in H, approaching 77* in the Euclidean metric. The aim is to find
a convergent sequence of isometries (hn) such that for all n € N both hn and
gf1 map the geodesic with endpoints 0 and 00 to the same geodesic. Choose
hn in such a way that hn maps 0 to g~1(0), 00 to g~x(00), and such that hn(z0)
converges to some point Zq on I*. By compactness of the orthogonal group, we
can assume without loss of generality that (hn) converges uniformly on compact
sets to some isometry h with /i(0) = £* and fi(oo) = 77*. In a similar way we
find a sequence (h'n) which maps 0 to (<7^)_1(0), 00 to (^)_1(oo), and which
converges uniformly on compact sets to an isometry h' with h'(0) = i?|9n({*)
and h'(oo) = Flg^i7!*)- Thus, by definition of hn and h'n, we have for all n £ N
that both gnhn and g'nh'n fix 0 and 00. □

With the isometries h and h' from Lemma 3.3.14 we have the following.
Lemma 3.3.15. L — (h')~1(F\g-a)h is a linear, orientation preserving homeo-
morphism of <9H.

Proof. Let the sequence (Ln) of linear, orientation preserving homeomorphisms
of dm be defined by Ln = (h'n)~1 (gO'1Qgnhn, where (fin) and (h'n) are the se¬
quences determined in Lemma 3.3.14. By construction, the maps (h^)*1 (g'n)~1
and gnhn have 0 and 00 as their fixed points, which means that they are simi¬
larities. Therefore, all Ln are linear. Combining this observation, Lemma 3.3.14
and Corollary 3.3.13, we obtain that the sequence (Ln) converges pointwise on
<9H \ {£*,77*} to some linear map L of 3H, and also that L = (h')~1(F\dw)h.
Finally, since L and all Ln are linear, and since <91HI is compact, it follows that
the sequence (Ln) converges uniformly on cdHI to L. □

Recall that G' = FGF-1. In particular, F conjugates loxodromic elements in G
to loxodromic elements in G'. Motivated by this fact and by the statement of
Lemma 3.3.15, we now show that a linear map which conjugates a loxodromic
Mobius transformation to another loxodromic one must itself be a Mobius trans¬

formation.
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Lemma 3.3.16. Let L be a linear map of dH and let t be a loxodromic isometry
which does not fix oo. If LtL~x is a loxodromic isometry, then L is a similarity,
and hence a Mobius transformation.

Proof. First, we prove the assertion of the lemma for hyperbolic transformations
t and t'. Let a denote the attractive fixed point of t, and p the repulsive fixed
point of t. Let a' = L(a) and p' = L(p) be the corresponding fixed points of
t'. Note that by assumption none of the points o, p, a' and p' are ecpral to oo.
Fix some point p E <9H \ {oo,a,p}. Let Kv denote the circle through p, a and
p. Also, consider the circle Kl(p) through L(p), a' and p'. Since t and t' are
hyperbolic, it follows that Kp is invariant under t and that A"l(p) is invariant
under t'. Since t' = LtL~x, it follows for all integers k that

From this, the linearity of L and the fact that tk(p) E Kp and (t')k(L(p)) E Kl(p)
for all integers k, it follows that L(KP) = Kl(p)- In other words, L maps circles
containing both fixed points of t to circles containing both fixed points of t'. This
implies that L is a similarity, and hence a Mobius transformation. For the details
we refer to Appendix A.7.
We now turn to the general case in which t and t' are loxodromic isometries
such that t' — LtL~x. Recall that there exist uniquely determined hyperbolic
isometries hyp(f) and hyp(t') and uniquely determined elliptic isometries ell(t)
and ell(t') such that the following holds. Firstly, the axis of hyp(t) coincides
with the axis of t, the axis of hyp(t') coincides with the axis of t', ell(t) fixes the
axis of t, and ell(F) fixes the axis of t'. Secondly, we have that

t = hyp(t) ell(t) = ell(t) hyp(t) and t' — hyp(t') ell(t') = ell(F) hyp(F).

By compactness of the orthogonal group we have the following. For any neigh¬
bourhood U of the identity there exists j G N such that ell(t)-? E U. Also, there
exists a multiple j' of j such that ell(t')-7 E U. Flence, both el^t)-7 and ell(F)J
are contained in U. Since t' = LtL~l, it follows that

Using an argument which is similar to the one in the first part of this proof we
obtain that L is arbitrarily close to a similarity. This proves the assertion of the

L(t\p)) = (t')k(L(p)). (3.7)

hyp(t'y' = (ell(t') 3>L) hyp(t)3' (ell(tfi'L ^

lemma. □
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In order to prove Theorem 3.3.1 we summarise the arguments so far.

Proof. (Theorem 3.3.1) Since G is cocompact, it follows that the radial limit set
of G is equal to cffl. Also, by assumption of Theorem 3.3.1, F|ge is differentiate
and has a positive Jacobian at almost every point in <9H. Therefore, there exists
a radial limit point at which F\fm is differentiate and has a positive Jacobian.
We can assume without loss of generality that this point is 0.
From Proposition 3.3.7 we conclude that F is Q-approximable along a geodesic
ray towards 0, where Q is some extension of the linear approximation of -F|gn at
0. By Lemma 3.3.6, this extension of Q is an additively quasi-isometric homeo-
morphism of H.
By Corollary 3.3.13 of Theorem 3.3.11, we have that Qn = (g'n)~1Qgn converges
pointwise on 5H\ towards W|aM- Here, the sequences (g'n) and (gn), and
the points and rj* are given by Proposition 2.3.7.

Furthermore, Lemma 3.3.15 implies that there exists a linear and orientation
preserving homeomorphism L of <9H and Mobius transformations h and h' such
that L = (h'y^F^h.
Consider some loxodromic isometry t in G which does not fix oo and its con¬

jugate t' = FtF~l in G'. Note that if all loxodromic elements of the discrete
group G would fix oo then the group would be elementary, which is excluded by
assumption. Using Lemma 3.3.15, we obtain that

(h')-H'h' = Lh'HhL-1.
Since (h')~lt'h' and h~lth are loxodromic isometries, as t' and t are, it follows by
Lemma 3.3.16 that L is a similarity, and thus a Mobius transformation. Hence,
Flan is Mobius.

□

3.3.2 Rigidity by preserving circles

In this subsection we give a second proof of Theorem 3.3.1. This alternative
proof employs 'global' properties of the boundary map F|ae, rather than local
properties of F|ge as in the previous proof in Subsection 3.3.1. We work in the
upper half space model of hyperbolic space. For simplicity, we shall only consider
the case of three-dimensional hyperbolic space, but clearly the same arguments
also apply in higher dimensions. This subsection is structured as follows.
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1. We show that if F|gn has a positive Jacobian almost everywhere, and if
£Myr(C) is °f full Lebesgue measure in <9H then F|ae maps circles to el¬
lipses.

2. If FIan maps circles to ellipses, then F|gn maps circles to circles.

3. We show that F|gn preserves regularity of ideal simplices.

4. We see that F\am must be a Mobius transformation since it is continuous
and preserves regularity of ideal simplices.

Recall that a circle in <9IH is either a Euclidean circle or a Euclidean line. Sim¬

ilarly, a generalised ellipse in <9H is either a Euclidean ellipse or the image of a
Euclidean ellipse under some Mobius transformation.
Whenever it is clear from the context in this subsection that we mean the bound¬

ary extension of E1, then we shall use for simplicity the notation F in order to
denote -F|ae-
Let CV be the intersection of CuyifG) and the set of points in <9H at which -Flan
is differentiate with positive Jacobian.

Proposition 3.3.17. If CV is dense in dM, then E|aHi maps circles to gener¬
alised ellipses.

Proof. Consider some arbitrary hyperbolic plane H in H. Since CV is dense in
fM, there exists a ray r towards some point £ in CV which is orthogonal to H.
The geodesic which contains r is denoted by lr. Let K be the base circle of H
(for the definition of the base sphere of a hyperplane see Section 1.1). By suitable
composition with isometries, we can assume without loss of generality that £ is
equal to 0, that r is the line from oo to 0, and that F fixes the points 0 and oo.

Therefore, we have that (lr)F = lr-
We use the fact that 0 is a Myrberg density point for both G and G' (cf. Theorem
2.3.3). Consider a sequence (un) of geodesic segments on lr, centred at the point
of intersection of lr and H, and such that £{un) tends to infinity with n. Fix
some constant e > 0. For all n, let u'n denote the orthogonal projection of F(un)
onto lr. In view of Corollary 2.3.6 we find sequences (gn) in G and (g'n) in G'
such that gn(u) and g'n(u') are e-close to r for all n E N, and such that both
gn(u) and g'n(u') tend to 0 in the Euclidean metric. This implies that un and u'n
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are e-close to (^n)_1(r) for all n. Since £(un) and £(u'n) tend to infinity with n,
and since all geodesic segments un are centered at the same point, we have that

<7.(0) - 0, (»;)-; (0) - 0, ,
9n(°°) OO, «) "(OO) — CO,

for n tending to infinity.
Since Flan is differentiable at 0 with a positive Jacobian, there exists a linear,
orientation preserving homeomorphism Q of <9H such that F = Q + 6. Here, 8
is a map defined in some neighbourhood of 0 with values in <9H such that

Hm Jhdi = 0.
a;-+o |aq

Since Q is a linear homeomorphism, it follows that

SaS = 0- (3'9)
For n E N, let En be the closed curve which is given by (g'n)~lQgn(K). Since
Q is a linear, orientation preserving homeomorphism of <913, it follows that all
En are generalised ellipses. Also, since the lengths of the segments un tend to
infinity with n, it follows that the En do not contain the point oo for sufficiently
large n. Without loss of generality we can assume that none of these generalised
ellipses contain the point oo. Let xn be a point in K which is determined by

deuci(F(<rn), En^j sup deuci(F(x), En^j
x£K

with deud denoting the Euclidean distance in <9H\ {oo} (note that for reasons of
compactness, the supremum above is in fact attained). The triangle inequality
yields, for all n E N, that

|F(3Jji) (f/jL) ^5'n(®7i)| ^ dfwl (F (XT(), En ).
It is sufficient to prove that the left hand side of the inequality above converges to
zero as n tends to infinity. The assertion then follows, since all En are generalised
ellipses, and therefore F(K) has to be a generalised ellipse as well.
In order to prove this 'convergence of the left hand side', we consider the cross-
ratios

[<3„»„(x„),o.r«,„(x„),oo] = ~ F3"{x")l = '

\Qgn{xn)\ | Qgn{Xn)\
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Since gn(xn) tends to 0 for n tending to infinity, (3.9) implies that the sequence of
cross-ratios given by [Qngn(xn), 0, Fgn(xn), oo] decreases to zero. Cross-ratios are
invariant under Mobius transformations, and therefore [Qngn(xn), 0, Fgn(xn), oo]
is equal to the cross-ratio

[(g'n) 1QngnM,(g'n) i(0),F(xn),{g'n) 1(oo)] =
I(g'J^QgniXn) - F{xn)\ |«)_1(0) - «)_1(oo)| (3.10)\{g'nYlQgn{xn) - (^)_1(0)| |F(ain) - «) J(oo)|

Thus, the sequence of cross-ratios given by (3.10) converges to 0.
We now prove that (g'n)~1Qgn(xn) is bounded away from 0 and oo. Assume the
contrary. If there exist subsequences (gnk) and (g'nk) of (gn) and (g'n) respectively
such that (g'n )_1Qgnk{xnk) tends to oo as A: tends to infinity, then we obtain the
following. On the one hand, since F(xnk) is bounded away from oo and since
g'(0) tends to 0, it follows that

Kg'nk)~lQ9nk(xnk) ~ F(xnk)\
+ ^

\(gnkYlQ9nk(xnk) ~ (g'nk) H0)!
On the other hand, since (<7nfc)-1(oo) tends to oo, we also have that

\F(Xnk) ~ (g'nk) H00)!
1 .

This is a contradiction to the fact that the sequence of cross-ratios given by (3.10)
converges to 0. Now, if there exist subsequences (gn] ) and (g'n ) of (gn) and (g'n)
respectively such that (g'nj)~1Qgn](xnJ) tends to 0 as j tends to infinity, then we
obtain the following. Since F(xnj) is bounded away from 0 and oo, g' (0) tends
to 0 and (^)_1(oo) tends to oo, it follows that

\(g'nj)~lQg™Yxn3) - F(xnj)\ \(g!J-Y0) - (g'^y^oo)]
Kg'n^QgnjiXnj) - (^J)-1(0)| IF(xnj) - (^^-^oo)!

tends to oo as j tends to infinity. Again, this is a contradiction to the fact that
the sequence of cross-ratios (3.10) tends to 0.
Now, since we have seen that (g'n)~lQgn(xn) is bounded away from 0 and oo,
and that (3.8) holds in the situation here, we conclude from the convergence of
(3.10) to 0 that the expression |F(xn) — (g'Y^QgnYn)] tends to 0 for n tending
to infinity. □
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Remark 3.3.18. Note that a proof of Proposition 3.3.17 could also be given in
the spirit of the the proof of Proposition 3.3.7.

By applying an argument similar to that of the proof of Lemma 3.3.16 (see also
Appendix A.7), we now see that Flan maps circles to circles.

Lemma 3.3.19. If .F|gn maps circles to generalised ellipses, then F|an maps
circles to circles.

Proof. In Lemma 3.3.16 we saw that a linear, orientation preserving homeomor-
phism of <9H which conjugates G to G' must be a Mobius transformation. Since
Flan maps circles to generalised ellipses, a similar argument can be used here
in order to prove that F|ge maps those circles which contain both the attrac¬
tive and repulsive fixed point of some loxodromic element in G to circles which
contain the attractive as well as the repulsive fixed point of the corresponding
loxodromic conjugate in G'. Note that generalised ellipses have equations of de¬
gree at most four and thus if countably many distinct points on a generalised
ellipse are in fact on a circle, it readily follows by a similar argument to the one

given in Appendix A.7 that this generalised ellipse is a circle. Since the set of
axes of loxodromic elements of G (respectively G') is dense in the set of geodesies
of IHI (see e.g. [5] p. 97), the assertion follows. □

Recall that an ideal simplex in three dimensional hyperbolic space consists of
four distinct vertices in <9H, the geodesic lines between these vertices, together
with the hyperbolic ideal triangles which are bounded by these lines. In the
following we shall refer to a simplex simply by listing its four vertices. A simplex
(2i, X2, £3, 24) is called regular if any permutation a of its vertices can be realised
by means of an isometry, in the sense that there exists an orientation preserving
Mobius transformation g such that cr(x;) = g(xf) for i = 1,... ,4.

Corollary 3.3.20. The boundary extension F|ge; maps regular ideal simplices to
regular ideal simplices.

Proof. (See Figure 3.3.) Consider the regular ideal simplex (21,22,23,24) and
its image under Fjgn which is given by

(24,22,23,2^) (F|gn(2i), F|g]Hl(22), F|gn(23), F|gH(24)) .

By Criterion A.8.5 in Appendix A.8, the regularity of (21, 22, 23, 24) implies that
there exist four pairwise tangent horoballs Hi, H2, H3 and H4 based at 24, 22,
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Figure 3.3: The pattern of intersection.

£3 and x4 respectively. Hence, for all i ^ j, there exist uniquely determined hy¬
perbolic planes Pij tangent to both Hi and Hj in their mutual point of tangency.
The order of the indices i and j in Pij is not relevant, in the sense that we do
not distinguish between Pij and Pji. Let Kij denote the six base circles in c®
of the planes Pij. For any permutation a of (1,2,3,4) we have the following.
The circles Ka(2)a(3), Ka(3M4) an^ K<r(4)<t(2) meet simultaneously in two points:

and, say, ya(i)- It is easy to see that the simplex (yi, y2,3/3,3/4) is 'dual'
to (xi, X2-, Xs, X4) in that for every i G {1,2,3,4}, the geodesic with endpoints
Xi and yi contains the barycenter of the simplex (xi, X2, X3, x4). If we replace
any xt- in (xi, X2, X3, X4) by its counterpart ?/j, then we obtain another regular
ideal simplex. This latter fact is an immediate consequence of Lemma A.8.2 in
Appendix A.8.
Since Flan is continuous and maps circles to circles, it follows that the pattern
of intersection which has been established above must be preserved. Hence the
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regularity of ideal simplices must also be preserved. □

We are now in a position to give the following alternative proof of Theorem 3.3.1.

Proof. (Theorem 3.3.1) By assumption of Theorem 3.3.1, the boundary map
F\dm is differentiate and has a positive Jacobian almost everywhere in dHL
Since we know that the Myrberg limit set CMyr(G) is of full Lebesgue measure
(cf. Proposition 2.2.3), this clearly implies that the set CP is not only dense
in 9H, but that it also is of full Lebesgue measure. (Recall that CP denotes
the intersection of £iviyr(G) with the set of points where -Flan has a positive
.Jacobian.) Therefore, Proposition 3.3.17 implies that maps circles in dH
to generalised ellipses in <9H. Furthermore, Lemma 3.3.19 states that this is only
possible if F|ae preserves the family of circles in 9H.
Llence by Corollary 3.3.20, F|ge maps the vertices of every regular ideal simplex
to the vertices of a regular ideal simplex. Therefore, we can apply the following
elegant geometric argument, which was used by Gromov in his proof of Mostow's
Theorem (see e.g. [44], [6], [36]). If a bijective, continuous and orientation
preserving map of <9H maps the vertices of arbitrary regular ideal simplices to
the vertices of regular ideal simplices, then it has to be a Mobius transformation.
The main idea of the proof of this fact is to observe that given three distinct
points on 5H, there are only two possibilities for choosing the fourth point in <9H
such that these four points are the vertices of a regular ideal simplex. The details
are given in Appendix A.8.1. Combining this latter observation of Gromov's and
Corollary 3.3.20, the proof of Theorem 3.3.1 follows.

□

3.3.3 Rigidity by additive length distortion along a

Myrberg ray

In this subsection we shall see that rigidity follows from the existence of a point
i £ ^Myr(G) at which F|an has positive Lebesgue derivative. Note that the
fact that der^F is positive is an immediate consequence of differentiability with
positive Jacobian at £. In this subsection we give a third proof for Theorem 3.3.1
by studying the behaviour of the length distortion of F along some Myrberg ray
which ends at £. For the final step of this proof we shall employ a recent result
of Hamenstadt (see [17], Corollary to Theorem A) which states that if a closed
negatively curved manifold M has the same marked length spectrum as a closed
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negatively curved locally symmetric space S, then M and S are isometric. Note
that for surfaces a similar result has been derived by Otal [34] and Croke [11].
This subsection is organised as follows.

1. We show that the existence of a positive Lebesgue derivative at £ implies
that the length distortion function 0 along an arbitrary ray ending at £
is bounded. In other words, we show that along these rays F distorts
distances in an additive way.

2. By Proposition 2.2.3, £Myr(G0 is of full Lebesgue measure. Therefore, there
exists a point £ € C-Myv{G) at which der^F is positive. The result in 1. and
Corollary 2.3.6 of Theorem 2.3.3 imply that the projection of F preserves
the marked length spectrum.

3. The afore-mentioned result of Llamenstadt [17] then completes the proof
of Theorem 3.3.1.

Recall that the Lebesgue derivative of Flan at £ £ <9HI is given by

KF{BR))
( e Bfi

dersF = lim
o A (Br)

if the limit exists (cf. Definition 3.2.1). Here, Br denotes some hyperbolic ball
of radius R.

Let r be the geodesic ray with initial point z0 in HI and endpoint £ in 5HI. The
F-image of the geodesic containing r has a unique core geodesic. Let r' be the
geodesic ray which is obtained by orthogonal projection of F(r) onto this core
geodesic, and let z'0 denote the projection of F{zf) onto r'. Assume that the ray
r is parametrised by the hyperbolic distance from the starting point z0. More
precisely, let zt be the point on r which is at hyperbolic distance t > 0 from Zo,
in direction of £. Also, let z[ be the orthogonal projection of F(zf) onto r'.
Definition 3.3.21. The length distortion function 0 of F along the geodesic
ray r is given for positive numbers t by

0(f) = d(z'0,z't) - t.

Since F is a K-quasi-isometry, the length distortion function 0 is obviously con¬
tinuous. Of special interest in this section will be the variation of 0. The graph
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of 0 is bounded by two lines of slopes - — 1 and k — 1 respectively. This follows
immediately from the the following inequality (see Appendix A.l):

which holds for all t > 0.

The following proposition shows that the existence of a positive Lebesgue deriva¬
tive of Flam at £ gives rise to far better estimates on 0. Namely, we prove that
in this case 0 has to be bounded. The proof of this proposition is in the spirit
of the proof of Proposition 3.2.8.

Proposition 3.3.22. If F|ae has a positive Lebesgue derivative at some point
£ £ 9H, then the length distortion function 0 of F along r is bounded for every
geodesic ray r ending at £.

Proof. (See Figure 3.4.) We work in the upper half space model of hyperbolic
space. Without loss of generality, we can assume that £ = 0, that the ray r is
contained in the geodesic from oo to 0, and that F fixes 0 and oo. Note that this
means in particular that r' is contained in the geodesic from oo to 0.
Let LI denote the hyperplane orthogonal to r at zt, for some t > 0. Since F has
Property (*) (cf. Appendix A.4), it follows that F(H) is contained in the closed
region between two hyperplanes H[ and H'2 which are orthogonal to r', and for
which the distance between r f) H[ and r fl H'2 is bounded by some constant
depending only on F. Therefore, if t\ and t'2 denote the distances from z'0 to
r' fl H[ and r' 0 II2 respectively, then we have that

for all t > 0. Here, the constants of comparability depend only on F. Without
loss of generality, we assume that t\ > t2.
The base sphere of H divides <9EH into two connected components. The com¬

ponent which contains the point 0 is the Euclidean ball BruJO). Consider the
balls BR'(t){0) and 5jr^(«)(0) which correspond to H[ and H'2 in the same way in
which j3Rp)(0) corresponds to H. Since t[ > t2 and since T|aH fixes the points 0
and oo, it follows that R[(t) < R'2(t). Furthermore, since F has Property (*), it
follows that that there exists a constant c > 0 such that

^(Z0l zt) ^1 ^2 ) (3.11)

R\(t)~c' (3.12)
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Figure 3.4: The length distortion function 0 is bounded.

for all t > 0. Note that here the constant c depends only on F.

Obviously BR^t)(0) C FlaH^Rp^O)) C BR^t)(0). It follows, for all t > 0, that
A (B„;W(0)) < A (F (Bm(0)))< A )) .

Combining this with (3.12) implies that

A(B«;W(0)) \K(t) J
for all t > 0. Thus, we have proven that

A(F(Bm(0)))x\(Bn;m(0)), (3.13)
with constant of comparability depending only on F.
We now use the fact that FIan has positive Lebesgue derivative at 0, that is we
have that

der0F = lim v v ; \N > 0.
A (Bm(0))

Combining this fact with (3.13) implies for all t > 0 that
^ (BR(t){0)) x A (i?R/(()(0)) .

Consequently R(t) X R[(t) with constant of comparability depending only on F.
Since R(t) x e~* and R\(t) x e-4'1 (cf. Appendix A.6), this leads to

e-4 x e-4

which in combination with (3.11) proves the assertion of the proposition. □
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Remark 3.3.23. The proof of Proposition 3.3.22 could also be given under slightly
weaker assumptions. Namely, it would be sufficient to assume that F|gn has
positive lower Lebesgue derivative and finite upper Lebesgue derivative at some
Myrberg density point (see [10] Section 6.2 for definitions).

Let M = M./G and M' = W/G'. Then F projects to a homeomorphism / between
the hyperbolic manifolds M and M'. For any closed geodesic 7 ofM, let 7' denote
the uniquely determined closed geodesic of M' which is freely homotopic to /(7).

Definition 3.3.24. The marked length spectrum of M is the function which as¬

signs to each free homotopy class of closed curves in M the hyperbolic length of
the uniquely determined closed geodesic in that class. We say that the diffeo-
morphism / : M —> M' between the hyperbolic manifolds M and M' preserves
the marked length spectrum, if for all closed geodesies 7 of M we have that

%) =

We shall now assume that £ 6 Cuyr{G) and that the Lebesgue derivative of
at £ is positive. By Proposition 3.3.22, the map F distorts lengths in an additive
way along the ray r. Clearly, / exhibits the same behaviour along the projection
of r onto M. Theorem 2.3.3 and Corollary 2.3.6 imply that this additive length
distortion can only occur if the marked length spectrum is preserved by /. More
precisely, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 3.3.25. If the Lebesgue derivative of F\g^ at £ £ Tiviyr(G') is posi¬
tive, then f preserves the marked length spectrum.

Proof. (See Figure 3.5.) Suppose that the marked length spectrum is not pre¬
served by /. Then there exists a closed geodesic 7 in M such that we have for
the unique closed geodesic 7' in the free homotopy class of /(7) that

£(7) fz £(7').

Using Proposition 3.3.22 it follows that the length distortion function 0 along
a ray r with endpoint £ is bounded from above, that is there exists a constant
C > 0 such that

|0(t)|<C (3.14)

for all t > 0.
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Figure 3.5: Myrberg rays which 'wrap around' closed geodesies.

The general idea of what follows is that, since the projection of r onto M is
Myrberg and the projection of r' onto M' is also Myrberg, these projected rays

'wrap simultaneously, arbitrarily close and arbitrarily often around' two closed
geodesies on M and M' respectively. More precisely, by Theorem 2.3.3 we have
that the ray r' with endpoint F(£) is Myrberg with respect to the group G'.
Moreover, by Corollary 2.3.6 we have that the following holds for any e > 0 and
any geodesic segment u in H. There exist elements g £ G and g' £ G' such that
g(u) is s-close to r, and g'(u') is £-close to r'. Here u' denotes the orthogonal
projection of F(u) onto the corresponding core geodesic. We choose u to be a
lift of a A;-multiple of 7, for some integer k > 1. More precisely, consider some
lift 70 of 7 to H. Then there exists a loxodromic group element g0 £ G with axis
70 and translation length equal to the length of 7 in M. The cyclic subgroup of
G generated by go acts discontinuously on 70 with some geodesic segment u0 as
fundamental domain. The segment u0 has the same length as the closed geodesic
7 and projects onto it. Choose u to be a segment consisting of k consecutive
copies of uq. Now, the cyclic subgroup of G' generated by g'0 = FgoF~l acts
discontinuously on the core geodesic g'0 of F(go) with fundamental domain u'0.
Moreover, u'0 has the same length as 7' and projects onto it. Also, this cyclic
subgroup of G' acts discontinuously on F(go) with fundamental domain F(uq).
For this reason the segment u\ obtained by projecting F(u) orthogonally onto
g'0, consists of at least k — 1 copies of u'0. Thus, for every sufficiently large integer
k and every e > 0 there exist g £ G and g' £ G' such that the following holds:

g(u) is e-close to r and g'(u') is e-close to r'\
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• £{u) = k £(7);

. (k - k0)£(Y) < £(u') <(k + k0)£(Y).

Here, k0 G N is chosen such that k0 £(7') > 2b. Hence, for every constant Cl > 0
there exists a sufficiently large k such that the absolute value of the difference
£(u') — £{u) is greater than C'. More precisely, we have that

\£(u')-£(u)| > kJ£(Y) - £(^)\ - k0 £(Y) (3J5)
Let zto and ztu be the orthogonal projections of the endpoints of g(u) onto r and
assume that t0 < tu. By choosing e > 0 to be sufficiently small, inequality (3.15)
implies that

|0(<u)l = \d(zo, ZL) ~ tu\
= \d(Z't0iZl) - (tu -<o)|
> c.

This contradicts (3.14). □

Summarising the results of this subsection, we now derive the proof of Theo¬
rem 3.3.1.

Proof. (Theorem 3.3.1) Combining Theorem 3.2.4, Theorem 3.2.11 and the fact
that Cuyr{G) is of full A-measure (cf. Proposition 2.2.3), it follows that there
exists £ £ TMyr(G0 such that dev^F is positive.
By Proposition 3.3.22, the length distortion function 0 is bounded along some

ray r ending at £.
Since £ is a Myrberg limit point of G, Proposition 3.3.25 implies that / preserves
the marked length spectrum.

Finally, the afore-mentioned result of Ilamenstadt ([17], Corollary to Theorem A)
now gives that M and M' are isometric.

□
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Appendix A

A.l Length distortion along core geodesies

A.l Let F be a K-quasi-isometry and u a geodesic segment on some geodesic I.
If u' denotes the orthogonal projection ofF{u) onto the core geodesic I , then we
have that

— £{u) — 2b < £{u') < k£(u). (A.l)
K,

In order to prove (A.l), let d denote the distance between the endpoints of F(u).
Since F is a /c-quasi-isometry, it follows that

— £{u) < d < n£(u).
k

By applying the triangle inequality twice, we obtain

-£(u) <d< £{u') + 2b.
K>

Note that the constant b is introduced in Appendix A.3. An elementary calcula¬
tion shows that d > £(u') cosh p, where p is the minimal distance of the endpoints
of F{u) to lF (see e.g. [36] p.556). It follows that

k£{u) > d > £{u').

Combining this estimate with the previous inequalities completes the proof of
(A.l).
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A.2 Long quadrilaterals are thin
We prove here an assertion which represents the key observation in the proof
of Lemma 2.3.5. We work in two-dimensional hyperbolic space. For simplicity,
we keep the notations of Lemma 2.3.5. More precisely, let v! and «"xt be two
geodesic segments on the geodesic I' which are centred at the same point on /'
and for which £(u') < £(u"xt). Consider two hyperbolic quadrilaterals Q(u') and
Q(u"xt) defined as follows:

The geodesic /' is the common symmetry axis of Q(u') and Q(u"xt).

Q(u') n V = u' and Q«xt) fl /' = <xt.
• The two opposite sides of Q(u') which do not intersect I' are contained in
the respective opposite sides of Q(u"xt) which do not intersect

Let a > 0 and /3 > 0 be numbers such that the two opposite sides of Q{u')
which intersect /' are of length 2/?, and the sides of Q(u"xt) which intersect /' are
of length 2a. Furthermore, let u[ denote one of the connected components of
<xt \ u' ■

A.2 With the notations given above we have that

cosh2 a cosh2 (
cosh2 /? = t r . (A.2)

cosh2 a cosh2 + £{u[)j — sinh2 a cosh2

We prove (A.2) as follows. Let 8 denote the distance between the two sides of
Q(u') which do not intersect Let to denote the length of these sides. The
four angles of Q(u') are equal, and are denoted by 6. By elementary hyperbolic
trigonometry (see e.g. [5] p. 157) we obtain that

£(u') 8
sinh sinh - = cos 6 (A.3)2 2

and that

cosh ^ ^ = cosh — sin 9. (A-4)

Let d denote the distance between some vertex of Q(u') and the intersection
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Figure A.l: Long quadrilaterals are thin.

of the two symmetry axes of Q{u'). Then, Pythagoras' Theorem applied twice
gives that

cosh d = cosh - cosh — = cosh ^U ^ cosh B .

2 2 2

It follows that

u) cosh ^p cosh Bcosh - = Vs • (AA)2 cosh § v ;
By combining (A.4) and (A.5) we obtain

£
cosh - = cosh B sin 6.

2 H

This, together with (A.3) yields

2 ^
_ „„„l2 o i i f-u t(U>) • U ^cosh - = cosh B 1 — sinh sinh

2 IV 2 2

By using the fact that cosh2 | — sinh2 | = 1, we finally obtain
8 (

2 1 + sinh2 pp cosh2 B

. i 2 8 cosh2 B — 1 / » xsmh - = . . (A.6)O , . • i 1 i(u'\ 1 7 ^ V J

Analogously, we obtain that

2 <5 cosh a — lsinh - = ^ . (A.7)
1 + sinh2 (^p + cosh2 a
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By combining (A.6) and (A.7) it follows that

cosh2 a sinh2 ^^ + ^(Cj)^ + cosh2 acosh2 (3 — r -7——r-
cosh2 a sinh2 + i(u[ )J + 1 — (cosh2 a — 1) sinh2

which simplifies to (A.2).

A.3 Geodesies are mapped onto quasigeodesics

A.3 Let F : HI —> HI be surjective such that there exist constants k > 0 and t > 0
with

-d(x, y) - i < d(F{x), F(y)) < n d(x, y) + t (A.8)
K

for every x,y E HI. Then there exists a constant b > 0 which depends only on
k and i such that the following holds. For every geodesic I there exists a unique
core geodesic lF such that F(l) is contained in the b-neighbourhood Ub(l ) of lF.
In order to prove this property of F, let I denote an arbitrary geodesic with
endpoints £,rj E 5IHL Also, let (<Zi,n) and (<?2,n) be two sequences of points on I
such that qi:n tends to £ in the Euclidean metric, and 52,n f° V- By (A.8), the
sequences (pi,n) = (F(qi:n)) and {p2,n) — {F(q2,n)) leave every compact subset of
H and can therefore be chosen to converge in the Euclidean metric to £' G
and ij' G respectively (by taking appropriate subsequences if necessary). For
all n G N, let ln denote the geodesic through p\^n and P2,n-

We now show that for every Cm > 0 there exists a Csubarc > 0 depending only on
Cin and F such that the following holds. The hyperbolic length of every subarc
I of an arbitrary relatively compact connected component of l\ E_1(t/cin (ln)) is
bounded from above by Csubarc- For every curve a in H let dist(o:) denote the
hyperbolic distance between the endpoints of a. By (A.8) and by the triangle
inequality, we obtain that

1(1) < K dist(F(I)) + Kl < K (C-m + l(I') + Cin) + Kl, (A.9)
where F is the orthogonal projection of F(I) onto ln. We now use a well-known
fact that in hyperbolic space (see e.g. [36] p. 556)
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This, together with (A.9) and (A.8) implies that

1(1) <K (2Cto + _^-(K<(/) + t))+K1.
Thus,

2nCin -f" Hi ( rC h 1^)
1(1) < }~ = Csubarc • (A.10)

1 -
COshCin

Note that 1/cosh Cm = 2/(eCin + e~Cin) tends to zero if C-m tends to infinity. We
can therefore choose Cm to be sufficiently large such that k2/ cosh Cm < 1.

By (A. 10) and (A.8), it follows that dist(F(/)) < «:Csubarc + for any subarc
I of an arbitrary relatively compact connected component of / \ F~x(Ucia (hi))-
Therefore, if we put b' = C\n + KCsubarc + <■ then, for every n G N, the subarc of
F(l) which connects p\,n and p2,n is contained in Ub'(ln)-
Recall that the sequences (pi,n) and (p2,n) converge in the Euclidean metric to
and ?/' respectively. We now prove that these two points are not equal. Assume
that £' = r]'] then there exists a sufficiently large n such that the subarc of F(l)
connecting pit7l and p2,n is not contained in Ub'(ln) which is a contradiction.
Finally, we prove that F(l) is contained in a tubular neighbourhood of a uniquely
determined geodesic lF. Consider an arbitrary compact set K C H which inter¬
sects F(l) and the geodesic lF with endpoints and r/'. For sufficiently large n,
the intersection of I( and F(l) is contained in the subarc of F(l) which has p\)Tl
and p2>n as its endpoints. Since K is compact, and since pl>n and p2jn tend to
and rj' respectively, it follows that the geodesic segment ln fl K converges to the
segment lF D K. Also, the distance of any point p £ F(l)f1 K to ln is less than
b'. Therefore, for any e > 0, F(l) D K is contained in the (b' + e)-neighbourhood
of (F fl /(. Since K was chosen to be arbitrary, it follows that there exists a
constant b = b' + e such that

F(l) C Ub(lF).

A.4 Quasi-isometries and additive
quasi-isometries have Property (★)

A.4 Every quasi-isometry or additive quasi-isometry F of H has the following
property (see also [36] p. 561).
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Property (*). Consider an arbitrary point £ on <9H, some geodesic ray r
with endpoint and an arbitrary hyperplane H orthogonal to r. The ray
r is contained in a geodesic I. Let r' denote the geodesic ray obtained by
orthogonal projection ofF(r) onto lF. Then there exist hyperplanes H{ and
H2 which are orthogonal to r', such that F(H) is contained in the closed
region in HI which is bounded by IL[ and H2, and such that the hyperbolic
distance between r' fl H[ and r' fl H2 is bounded from above by a constant
which depends only on the quasi-isometry constant k of F. Furthermore,
the hyperplanes H[ and H2 can be chosen optimally, in the sense that any
hyperplane which is orthogonal to r', and which intersects r' in a point
between r' fl H[ and r' fl H2, has to intersect F(TI).

Note that the assertion of Appendix A.3 can be used to prove that a quasi-
isometry or additive quasi-isometry F admits a bijective and continuous exten¬
sion F|gn to <9H (see e.g. [36] p. 560, p. 563). We also need to observe that
the orthogonal projection of some £ G 5HI onto some geodesic /base is by def¬
inition the point of intersection of /base with the unique geodesic which has £
as one of its endpoints, and which is orthogonal to /base- Hence, the endpoints
of the orthogonal projection of some geodesic / onto /base are given by the or¬

thogonal projections of the endpoints of / onto /base- Furthermore, if / and /base
have no common endpoints, then the orthogonal projection of / onto /base is a

geodesic segment which is centred at the intersection of /base with the common
perpendicular of / and /base-
Let F : HI —» HI be a surjective map for which there exist constants k > 0 and
i > 0 such that (A.8) holds for every x,y G HI. Let / be some geodesic with
one endpoint £ G <9HI, and let r denote some geodesic ray which is contained in
/, and which has £ as its endpoint. Let r' denote the orthogonal projection of
F(r) onto lF. Let H be some hyperplane orthogonal to r, and put q = H H r.
Consider an arbitrary point ( in the base sphere of Ft, and let l^q denote the
geodesic through q which has ( as one of its endpoints. Also, let /^ denote the
geodesic with endpoints ( and £, and let x denote the orthogonal projection of
q onto /^£. An elementary calculation gives that d(q,x) = c = cosh-1 y/2. Note
that c is independent of the choice of / and £.
Let q' denote the orthogonal projection of F(q) onto lF, and let q" denote the
intersection point of lF and the unique geodesic which has i7'|9H(C) as one of
its endpoints, and which is orthogonal to lF. Also, let x' denote the orthogonal
projection of F(x) onto (l^^)F.
By (A.8), the conclusion of Appendix A.3 and by the triangle inequality, we
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obtain

d(x', q') < d(q', F(x)) + b < d(F(q), F(x)) + 2b < nc + t + 2b.

Since x' £ (k,i)Fi ^ follows that d{q\x') is greater than or equal to the distance
of q' to [lc,i)F■ Hence, d(q', (l^,e,)F) < nc + t + 26, where d(q', (/c,^)F) denotes the
distance of q' to (l(,z)F ■

Assume without loss of generality that q" £ lF lies between q0 and Fjan^) (if
this is not the case, then we just replace £ by the other endpoint of /). Under
this assumption it follows that

d(q', q") < d(q', < kc+ i + 2b.

Finally, the projection of (^,<j)F onto lF is contained in the geodesic segment of
length 2(kc+ l + 26) centred at q'. Since i?(/^9) C Ub((l(,q)f), it follows that the
projection of Ub((lc,g)F) onto lF is contained in the geodesic segment of length
2(/cc + t + 26) + 26 centred at q'. Furthermore, since was chosen arbitrarily,
we have that the orthogonal projection of any arbitrary point in F(H) onto lF
is contained in the the geodesic segment of length 2(/cc + l + 26) + 26 centred at
q'. This proves the first assertion in Property (*). The second assertion follows
from the continuity of Flan-

A.5 Extended linear maps are additive
quasi-isometries

A.5 Every linear orientation preserving homeomorphism of dH given by a diago¬
nal matrix admits a (not uniquely determined) extension to HI which is additively
quasi-isometric.
We restrict our attention to the case in which H is three-dimensional, since the
computations in higher dimensions are analogous. We use the upper half space
model U3 C R3 of HI. Let D be a linear homeomorphism of 9HI = P2, given by
a matrix of the form
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with c\ > 0 and c2 > 0. Consider the linear homeomorphism DH of R3, given by
the diagonal matrix

d 0 0 \
0 c2 0
0 0 c3 /,

with some c3 > 0. Obviously, Dm can be restricted to H and is in fact a homeo¬
morphism of H. We shall prove that Dm is an additive quasi-isometry.
Consider two arbitrary distinct points x = (aq,x2,x3) and y = (2/1,2/2,2/3) in H,
that is x3,2/3 > 0. We want to compare the hyperbolic distance between x and
y with the distance between the image points DH(x) = (ciaq,c2x2,c3x3) and
Dm(y) = (ci?/i, c2y2, c3y3) respectively. A straightforward calculation shows that

x t E+ + E-d(x,y) = l°g E _ E_ >

and that

t?D 1 fpD
d(D™(x),D%)) = log^_^ .

where E+, £L, E® and E^ are given by

E+ = [(si - yi)2 + (x2 - y2)2 + (x3 + y3)2]2
E- = [(a?i - yi)2 + (x2 - y2)2 + (x3 - y3)2]2
E+ = [cj(x 1 - yi)2 + - y2)2 + c3(x3 + y3fY
EE = [cl{x1 - yi)2 + cl(x2 - y2)2 + c23(x3 - y3)2]7 .

Note that E- is the Euclidean distance between x and y, and that E^ is the
Euclidean distance between Dm(x) and Dm(y). Further calculation shows that

d(x, y) = log )' + (*'-»')' +4+ £ + &+£-
2x3y3

Also, d(DH(x), DH(y)) is equal to

cl(x 1 - yi)2 + c\{x2 - y2)2 + (c3x3)2 + (c3y3)2 + E^E^log '
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Now, if we set

'max — l°gmax|(^) ' (<*) | '
rmin = logmin|(|) , (|) I ,

we see that by definition of E+, E-, E+ and EE, and from the monotonicity of
the logarithmic function, we have that

d(x, y) + imin < d(Dw(x), Dm(y)) < d(x, y) + tmax

Therefore, the extension DE is an additive quasi-isometry of HI.

max •

A.6 Relating chordal distance to hyperbolic dis¬
tance

A.6 Fix a point zq £ HI. Then, for any distinct points x and y in <9HI we have
that d x e_t, where d = dch(x,y) and t is the hyperbolic distance from zq to the
geodesic line with endpoints x and y. The constant of comparability depends only
on z0.

We use the unit ball model of HI for explicit calculations. Assume first that zq — 0.
If 6 denotes the angle between the two rays from 0 to a; and y respectively, then
it follows by an argument of Euclidean trigonometry that

. 6
d = 2 sin — .

Furthermore, by using hyperbolic trigonometry we obtain that

which implies that d x e t.
The case of general Zo £ HI is obtained by observing that the distances of 0
and z0 to some arbitrary geodesic are comparable, with comparability constant
depending just on the position of zq.

Thus,
4

cosh t et _|_ e-t '
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A.7 Circle preserving linear homeomorphisms are
similarities

A.7 Every linear orientation preserving homeomorphism of dW which conjugates
a hyperbolic Mobius transformation to a hyperbolic Mobius transformation must
be a similarity, and thus a Mobius transformation.

Roughly speaking, the idea is that such a linear homeomorphism maps circles
onto ellipses such that each of these ellipses has countably many distinct points
lying on a circle. Hence, these ellipses must be circles.
Let Z, be a linear orientation preserving homeomorphism of such that there
exist hyperbolic Mobius transformations t and t' with t' = LtL~l. Let a denote
the attractive fixed point of t and let p denote the repulsive fixed point of t.
Then a! = L(a) is the attractive fixed point of t' and p' = L[p) is the repulsive
fixed point of t'. Consider a point p £ <9H \ {a,/9,oo}. Since t is hyperbolic,
it preserves the Euclidean circle Kv through a, p and p. Also t' preserves the
Euclidean circle Kl(p) through a', p' and L(p) / oo. Now, since Lt = t'L, we
obtain that

Ltk = t'Ltk~l = ... = (•t')kL
for all [-£N, and similarly for all integers k. This means that all distinct points
L(tk(p)) = (t')k(L(p)) are on the circle Kl(p)-
Furthermore, we know that L(KP) is an ellipse since Kp is a circle and L is a
linear orientation preserving homeomorphism. Recall that translations and ori¬
entation preserving orthogonal transformations are similarities and thus Mobius
transformations. This implies that composing L with translations or orientation
preserving orthogonal transformations gives an afhne map which still has the
property of conjugating a hyperbolic transformation to a hyperbolic one. Con¬
sequently, we can assume that L(KP) is given in some two dimensional linear
subspace of <9H \ {00} by the equation

2 2
x y
— + —
a2 b2

where a, b £ R \ {0}.
We saw before that countably many distinct points L(tk(p)) = (t')k(L(p)) on
L(KP) are in fact situated on the circle Kl{p)- Suppose that the circle Kl{p) is
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given by the equation

(x — uf + (y — v)2 = r2 (A.12)

with «,»,rel such that r ^ 0. Using (A.11) and (A.12), it follows that

\2 , l2 / -i , „.2 A _ „i2„.2 3:2(x-u)2 + 62(l--j+u2-r2l = 46 u ( 1 — —

Equivalently, we have that

1 — 4-) x4 — in (1 — K) x3

x2
-s)

+ ^4u2 + 2 (62 + u2 - r2) ^1 - + iv2^
— iu (b2 + u2 — r2) x
+ (62 + u2 — r2)2 — ib2v2 = 0.

The latter equality must be satisfied by countably many distinct values of x.
Since it is an expression of degree four, just knowing that it is satisfied by five
different values of x implies that all coefficients have to be zero. We conclude
that u = v = 0 and a = b = r. Thus, we have proven that L maps all Euclidean
circles through a and p onto Euclidean circles.

By conjugating t with orientation preserving similarities and translations, we can
assume that a and p are symmetric about the origin in <9H\ {oo}. In this case L
becomes an orientation preserving affine homeomorphism of <9H \ {oo} and can
be written as L = where Cfi, Oi are orientation preserving orthogonal
transformations, D is a linear homeomorphism given by a diagonal matrix with
positive entries on its main diagonal and T is a translation. Since L maps every
circle which has the Euclidean segment connecting a and p as its diameter onto a

circle, it now follows that L is the composition of a similarity with a translation,
and hence is a Mobius transformation.

A.8 Regularity of ideal simplices

We give this appendix in order to prove that continuous, orientation preserving
maps of <9H which preserve the regularity of ideal simplices are Mobius transfor¬
mations, and also to point out a geometric difference between two- and higher di¬
mensional hyperbolic space. More precisely, all ideal simplices in two-dimensional
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hyperbolic space (which are ideal triangles in this case) are regular, in contrast
to the situation in higher dimensions where regularity is rather special. We shall
also give a criterion for the regularity of ideal simplices which is used in Subsec¬
tion 3.3.2 for the proof of Theorem 3.3.1. Note that the statement of Lemma
A.8.1 is the last step in Gromov's proof of Mostow's theorem (see e.g. [44], [6],
[36]).
We work in the upper half space model of hyperbolic space. Throughout this ap¬

pendix, H will denote three-dimensional hyperbolic space and H2 two-dimension¬
al hyperbolic space.

Simplices in H and ideal simplices, that is simplices which have all vertices in SH,
will be denoted by enumerating their vertices. A simplex (xi, x2, £3, x4) having
vertices in 1HI U 5IHI is called regular if any permutation a of its vertices can be
realised as an isometry, in the sense that there exists g £ Isom(lHI) such that
<r(xi) = d(xi)-
Consider a bijective, continuous and orientation preserving map F : —» SH.
Then we have the following lemma.

Lemma A.8.1. If F maps the vertices of every regular ideal simplex onto the
vertices of a regular ideal simplex, then F is a Mobius transformation.

In order to prepare the proof of Lemma A.8.1 we give the following two lemmata.

Lemma A.8.2. An ideal simplex having 00 as one of its vertices is regular if
and only if the remaining three vertices form an equilateral triangle in 31HL

Proof. Assume first that the ideal simplex (xi, X2, £3, 00) is regular. In particular,
for every transposition interchanging two of its vertices, say x1 and x2, there
exists an isometry which fixes the other two vertices X3 and 00, but maps X\
onto x2 and x2 onto X\. This isometry must be a reflection in a hyperplane
which contains X3 and 00, and which maps X\ onto x2. Hence, its restriction to
(9H is the reflection in a line through X3 which maps x\ onto x2. This, together
with a similar argument for the transposition interchanging x2 and X3, implies
that the Euclidean triangle with vertices x\, x2 and X3 is equilateral.

Conversely, suppose that the vertices x4, x2 and X3 of (xi, x2, X3,00) form an
Euclidean equilateral triangle. Since any permutation can be expressed as a

product of transpositions, we only need to show that any transposition of vertices
of (xi, x2, X3, 00) can be realised as an isometry. The transposition of the vertices
Xi and xj, with i,j £ {1,2,3} and i j, can be realised as a reflection in the
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same way as in the first part of this proof. For transpositions which involve
oo we find corresponding reflections in the following way. The Euclidean circle
centred at X\ which contains x2 and £3 is the base circle of a uniquely determined
hyperplane. The reflection in this hyperplane maps 00 onto aq and fixes x2 and
£3. Hence, this reflection realises the transposition which interchanges 00 and
X\. □

Lemma A.8.3. Let (aq, x2, £3, £4) and (jq, y2,2/3,y4) be regular ideal simplices.
Then there exists g £ Isom(ff) such that g(x{) = yl. Moreover, if (x\, x2, x3, x4)
and (2/1,2/2,2/3, Hi) have the same orientation, then g £ Isom+(H).

Proof. Let s and t be elements of Isom+(IHI) such that 5 maps (aq, x2, x3, x4) onto
(£1, x'2, £3,00), and such that t maps (2/1,2/2,2/3,2/4) onto (y[,y'2,y'3,oo). Since
(£1, £2, £3, £4) and (2/1,2/2,2/3,2/4) are regular and since s and t are isometries,
Lemma A.8.2 implies that the points x[, x'2 and £3, and the points y[, y2 and y'3
form equilateral triangles in the Euclidean plane.
There exists a parabolic transformation p with fixed point 00 which maps the
barycenter of the triangle with vertices x\, x'2 and £3 onto the barycenter of the
triangle with vertices y\, y2 and y3. Let x", x2 and £3 denote the images of x\,
x2 and £3 under p.
Also, there exists a unique loxodromic element / £ Isom+(H) which fixes 00 and
the barycenter of the triangle with vertices y[, y2 and y3, maps the hyperplane
whose base circle contains x", x2 and £3 onto the hyperplane whose base circle
contains y[, y2 and y3, and which maps x'[ onto y[.
Now, I either maps x2 onto y2 and £3 onto y3, or x2 onto y3 and £3 onto y2. In
the first case the orientation preserving isometry g = t~1lps maps (£1, £2, £3, £4)
onto (2/1,2/2,2/3,2/4)- F°r the second case consider the reflection r in the hyperbolic
plane which contains the barycenter of the ideal hyperbolic triangle with vertices
y[, 2/2 and 2/3, an<i whose base circle contains 00 and y[. Since r interchanges
y'2 and y3, it follows that the orientation reversing isometry g = t~xrlps maps
(xi,£2,£3,£4) onto (2/1,2/2,2/3,2/4). □

We can now give the proof of Lemma A.8.1.

Proof. (Lemma A.8.1) By Lemma A.8.3 we can conjugate F with a suitable
isometry in Isom+(lHI) such that the new map, denoted for simplicity also by
F, fixes the vertices of a given regular ideal simplex. The new map is also
continuous, bijective and it maps regular ideal simplices onto such. Therefore,
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we can choose one of the vertices of the fixed simplex to be oo. Let (xi, x2, X3, 00)
be the regular ideal simplex which is fixed by F. By Lemma A.8.2, the vertices
xi, x2 and X3 form an equilateral triangle in <9HL We shall prove that under these
circumstances F must be the identity which proves the assertion.
Consider the symmetric point x[ of xi with respect to the Euclidean line through
X2 and X3. Since xj, X2 and X3 form an Euclidean equilateral triangle and F maps
regular ideal simplices onto regular ideal simplices, the image of (xj, X2, X3, 00)
under F must be a regular ideal simplex. Since F fixes X2, X3 and 00, it follows by
Lemma A.8.2 that this image simplex is either (xi, x2, x3, 00) or (xj, X2, x3, 00).
Thus, F(xi) is either x1 or x[. The first possibility is ruled out by the injectivity
of F. Llence, xj is a fixed point of F.

By continuing this procedure inductively, we obtain a tesselation of \ {00}
consisting of equilateral triangles each of which have vertices fixed by F.
Let x denote the barycenter of the Euclidean triangle with vertices xi, x2 and
X3. The reflection in the hyperplane whose base circle contains xi, x2 and X3

maps 00 onto x. Hence, F maps the regular ideal simplex (xi, X2, X3, 00) onto
the regular ideal simplex (xi, X2, X3, x). Since xi, x2 and X3 are fixed by F, it
follows by injectivity of F that F(x) = x.

Consider the midpoint m\ of the Euclidean segment joining x2 and X3. The
reflection in the hyperplane whose base circle contains xi, x2 and X3 maps x\
onto m\. Hence, F maps the regular ideal simplex (xj, X2, X3, 00) onto the regular
ideal simplex (mi, x2, X3, x). By injectivity of F, we obtain that F fixes mi.
This argument follows through for all midpoints of every triangle in the tessela¬
tion of <9HI \ {00} obtained above. Repeating this procedure inductively gives a
dense subset of <9H consisting of fixed points of F.

Finally, the continuity of F ensures that F must be the identity map. □

Remark A.8.4- (see Figure A.2) As a consequence of Lemma A.8.2 we observe
that given distinct points x-i,x2,X3 G 5H, we have only two choices for a fourth
point X4 G SHI such that these four points form a regular ideal simplex. Note
that the two choices correspond to the two possible orientations of the simplex
(xi, x2, X3, X4). This is in contrast to the situation in HP, where every non-
degenerate ideal triangle is regular. Thus, given distinct points xi,x2 G SHP, we
can choose any third point X3 G SHP apart from Xi and x2 such that (xi,x2,X3)
is a regular ideal triangle.
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Figure A.2: A difference between two- and three-dimensional hyperbolic space.

| Xj is infinity \ is infinity

x\ x3

Note that the vertices of a regular simplex are either all in 3H, or all in HI. The
reason for this is that we can realise the transposition of any two vertices by an

isometry. Hence, with one of these two vertices being contained in 3H, the other
one must also be contained in <9HI. If all vertices are contained in hyperbolic space,
the regularity of a simplex means that its edges have the same hyperbolic length.
For the case of ideal simplices we have the following interesting characterisation
of regularity which is used in Section 3.3.2. Recall that a horosphere in HI is either
a Euclidean sphere which is tangential to 3HI\ {oo}, or an Euclidean plane which
is parallel to 3HI \ {oo}, and that horospheres are preserved under isometries of
HI.

Criterion A.8.5. An ideal simplex [x4, x2, x3, £4) is regular if and only if there
exist horospheres H4, H2, H3 and H4 which are tangential to each other, and
which are tangential to 3HI in x\, x2, £3 and £4 respectively.

Proof, (see Figure A.3) Without loss of generality we can assume that £4 is 00. If
£1, £2 and £3 form an Euclidean equilateral triangle, then there exist horospheres
Hi, H2 and H3 which are equally sized in the Euclidean metric, are tangential to
3HI in £1, £2 and £3 respectively, and which are tangential to each other. Since
Hi, H2 and H3 have the same Euclidean size, there exists a Euclidean plane
which is parallel to 3HI \ {00}, and which is tangential to Hi, H2 and H3. This
Euclidean plane is the fourth horosphere H4.

Conversely, suppose that we have four horospheres Hi, H2, H3 and H4 tangential
to each other and tangential to 3HI in £1, x2, x3 and £4 respectively. Since we
have assumed £4 to be 00, the corresponding horosphere H4 must be a Euclidean
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Figure A.3: Four tangent horospheres.

plane paralell to 5H \ {oo}. This implies that the remaining three horospheres
Hi, H2 and H3 must have the same Euclidean size. Hence, the Euclidean triangle
with vertices xi, x2 and x3 is equilateral.

□
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